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Arson Suspected at First Section

Jeff Brookshire
Early on April fourth. a cabinet ment disclosed that the fire is
and
from the first lection lounge was considered suspicious in origin
Kappa
BY

placed before the main Beta Kappa
Phi door and burned, along with
the door. The door and the interior
ceiling were both charred. Concerned President Henry Copeland
stated that the incident was a very
serious matter and is under investigation. The Wooster Fire Depart

is being investigated. Beta
Phi president David Arpee is concerned and believes that someone
holds a grudge against the section,
although be is unsure why. A full
stcry on the incident and its ramifications will be included in the next
issue.

Hell Week Behavior
Investigated
By GRAHAM RAYMAN
Special To The Voice
Every year, the campus sections
and clubs have their pledge initiation, affectionately known as Hell
Week. The main body that controls
what happens during the week is
called the Initiation Committee. It
consists of three students: one independent, the presidents of the Inter-Clu- b
n
Council, and the
Council. In addition, there are two
faculty members and one administration member.
The committee has no chairperson. The members discuss problems and make decisions as a
group. The committee's main purpose is to submit a
report to President Copeland. The
report details what happened during the week and gives recommendations concerning the sections and
clubs.
The committee is guided by set of
rules which limits the amount of
basing during the week. These
rules reflect college
and State of Ohio policy. The rules
are enforced because state law is
such that college, as well as the
section or club, is liable if any one
should get hurt The committee
hands out recommendations as a
result of any transgressions seen
by the student observers or by the
faculty observers. - During initiation week, there
were approximately 25 student observers and 39 thirty faculty observers. When a minor violation
Inter-Sectio-

post-initiati-

"anti-hazin-

g"

Re-Visioni- ng

on

witnessed, the committee and
in
khe observers pointed it out and
made suggestions on now u soive
the problem. On major violations.

sucn as narassmenc or mumur
finn tha rnmrnlttM talked with the
pledgemaster(sj responsible. Ac
cording to Ltance Morrow, uc college administrator on the Committor
"TTmallv the nrohlems Ot
solved, but where they didn't we
took action."

'

e",'

Prior to initiation week, each
gang Uosart." playtdTTiy David Walker, is miortSrbT
section and club submitted a "Wolf
College of Wooster's performance, of Amadous..
during-T- he
May.
lengthy report on what they were
going to do during minanon. xnese
reports, sometimes as long as 10
naees. save almost an hour by hour
account of inflation activities. Secondly, the section actives were
questioned as to the vague areas in
the report From this, the committee made suggestions for the revisions. Then, the reports were re- -'
vised and then submitted. In a
sense, the sections made a contract.
with the Initiation Committee.

ing to Mr. Morrow, the Committee's point of view was that on
occasion what was done did not
match the proposals. Both Mr.
Morrow and Kappa Chi members
declined to comment on the specifies of the situation. However, Chris
Banyay. a Kappa Chi member said

that "the major problem was the
fraternity and the
tration, but the committee did a
good job with the students."
As to rumors of the Wooster
section and club system going national, Mr. Morrow stated rather
cryptically, "If we could come up
with a positive new framework that
the clubs and sections would agree
with..." What that framework
might entail, only time will ten.

BY JEFF PRIEST
Uienn K. Bucher, Lincoln Profes- Humanities.. Sessions were held at
sor of Religion and chairman of the the Shreatan Meridian Hotel.
Rather received bis bachelor's!
Department of Religious Studies-a- t
The college of wooster, was among degree from Elizabethtown College
25 scholars selected to present pa- m Pennsylvania, nis masier oil
pers at a major national public divinity degree from union &emi- conference last week in Indianapo nary in new xorx ana nis aocioraw
from Boston university.
lis.

By ROBERT BOWE
T.at Cmiili at Ifaekev Hall.
riant! Winter took nart is a faenltv
recital Involving classical music for
the piano. Mr. Winter, who is a
music professor here at the COW,
played tor surge audience oi woos

ter students ana residents.
Plaved at the reeital were manv

28-3-0.

.7;

in 125, it is sometimes called
"great" to distinguish it from two
earlier , piano sonatas of the same
key. This work is number 18 of the
21 that Schubert wrote. Finally.
Winter played "Kinderscenen." or
Scenes From Childhood, which was
composed in 1838 and emphasizes
moods of childhood by giving titles
to each of its 13 pieces.
It turned out to be a very enjoyable concert not only because them
music is written so well, making it
pleasurable to listen to, but also
because the musk was played so

by Mozart Schubert and
Schumann, a eomoinauon m im-tas- ia
in C Minor" and "Sonata in C
Minor" makes up the largest composition of Mos art's publication for
solo piano, dcnuoen s aonai m a
Minor" was also played. Composed weft.
works

';

.
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of the event
Conference subject matter! . are
ranged from the Puritans' view of)
was the culminaAmerica to tne roie ox religion m The conference
planning perian
of
tion
age,
religion
folk
from
the nuclear
to civil religion, from school: prayH od, when included three symop-sium- s
on the topic In each
er issues to the "feminization of)
a "core group", of
symposium,
religion."
.
American
scholars from as far away as
California met at IUPUI for DUbliC
"We saw religion eome to the! lectures and formal paper presenta
surface as a poiucai issue last tions exploring approacnes 10 ue
year," says Rowland A. Sherrill, study of religion in Am eric;. Many
associate professor of religious members of this "core constituenstudies at IUPUL "But it is always cy" returned to Indianapolis last
near the surface as a public issue week for the conference.
and, from all indications, religion
in our national life will be a highly
visible item on the public agenda in
some form for some time to come." Forging shead, into the second
co-chair-

men

j

iv!

life

"ChristianPolitical Realism as a
In Indianapolis, he was joining
Public Ethic: The
Debate" was given during the con- more than 100 other scholars
America: some presenting papers, some reference on
Religion in American Life" March sponding, some moderating discusthat were
sions with the public
t
examining the role of religion in
The conference was sponsored by America today. Pastors and politithe Center for American Studies cal scientists, ethic ists and educaand the Department of Religious tors, scholars and students historians and community leaders,
Studies at Indiana University-Purdu- e
Sherrill and Jan Shipps, director
University at Indianapolis and activists and economists form part
of
the IUPUI Center for American
kaleidoscope
that
of
interests
of
the
Inc.,
funded by Lilly Endowment
Studies and professor of history,
and the Indiana Committee for the converged to discuss this topic.
"Re-Visioni- ng

by h.rm

Professor Winter Performs

America: Religion in American

Post-Niebuhri- an

yed

by Sid HastiiigsNews Services

between the
Daring Kappa Chi's initiation lack of communication
upper adminis-

week, a Committee observer
witnesed a major transgression.
The person(s) responsible were
warned by the Committee. . Then,
when it was observed a second
time initiation activities were suspended. After this, the Committee
met and talked with the members
of the fraternity. The third time this
transgression was observed, ine
activities were terminated. Aeeord- -

l-a-

.

18-mo-nth

century of publication.
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Une reason for the slide in the numbers is attributable to the
organizations are unable to compete
simple fact that student-ruwith campus employment in the overall market for valuable student
they cannot pay for the services rendered to
time, simply because
or
them. If, however, ' students were to receive academic credit
financial credit for their contribution, then perhaps the college
experience could be revived and the burden which has been strapped
to the backs of the students lightened.
Colleges, students and administrators need student run organisations, they provide healthy and constructive communiction.
In addition, they give the student the chance to take an active
part in the world around them. And that is what real education is all

EDITORIAL

--

n

President Reagan's recent decision not to ask Japan to renew its
"voluntary restraints" on exports of esrs should be viewed ss a
victory for free tradeBowever. ss Congress sees it America got the
short end of the stick.

tbout

japan accounted for nearly $38 billion of last year whopping
1107 billion trade deficit and fears of worse to come are fueling
protectionism in Congress. Protectionism is the world economy's
worst enemy. It deprives the market system of its most essential
requirement, pricing goods and services according to wpw and
efficiency.
demand. It saps the power of competition and reduces
unemployment.
Protectionism fuels tri?Hnn and inevitably leads tolong
run.
In addition it forces interest rates to increase in the

Jeff Priest
Editor-in-Chi-ef

I

believe that something this horrible
can still happen, and that I sit and
watch.
The proper action then and now is
to divest of all stockrin companies
in South Africa. The College of
Wooster prides itself on being an institution that teaches the difference
between right and wrong. The time
has come for us to practice what
we teach, and revise our investment
strategy. The trustees must allow
profit I would
Erinciple to outweigh
ate to think that my Wooster Fund
contributions would in any way support the white minority in South
Africa.
Sincerely
TomVanCleef
1195. Bunker Hill
Columbus, Ohio

So why is protectionism growing in popularity among members
of Congress, manufacturing executives and the American public as a
whoteTlt is mainly due to the quick fix ideal so widely accepted in

I.S.

Problems
t

f

Dear Editor
I couldn't agree with you more
concerning your opinion against
changing the evaluation of the IS
from its current system to a letter
grade system.
I believe the fundamental
philosophy of the liberal arts
education is "learning to learn" and
IS is the final challenge In this
the independent study
is an experience where the student
can apply their ability to learn,
realizing that it is the experience
and not letter grade received that is

trl J

'-impo-

pro-cess.Chaag- ing

rtant-''

appears very
this country. For the short run, protectionism
like the
ailing
industries
problems
many
of
the
appealing. It solves
steel shoe and agricultural sectors are experiencing by allowing
them to raise their prices above the true market price.
Thus, by being protectionist oriented Congress is taking the
industries, labor and the American public off their backs.
What angers Congress the most about the President's decision is
The Japanese, as
Japan's lackadaisical attitude on reciprocity. 28
March they said
Congress saw it, made a token gesture when on
rate
they wanted to maintain their quotas on cars, but at a higher
than hitherto: 2.3 million a year versus 1.85 million. This effectively,
at least as the Japanese see it, matched the administration's gesture.
No need, hence, for concessions in other areas.
While this appears to be a strong argument in favor of
retaliatory protectionism, we must bear in mind that protectionism
results in poorer economic conditions for all and that even at the cost
of a higher trade deficit we must support free trade.
As for Japanese unfair trade practices, the U.S. can only hope
by the world
that by looking like the bad guy Japan will be forcedproducts,
wood
arena to open "her doors to U.S. telecommunications
nrnducts. pharmaceuticals and electronics.
As of 3 April U.S. negotiators secured a promise from the
Japanese that they would open their markets to U.S. telecommunication products. Yet, while appearing to be a significant gesture, this
may be just anotter boondoggle similar to last year's
agreement which was supposed to create a better trade atmosphere
through controlled exchange rates. Instead, however, the
agreement has favored the Japanese, giving them an additional edge
over American producers.
Japan is having her cake and eating it too. But to succumb to the
pressures of protectionism would do little but destroy a growing
world economy which relies heavily on free trade. In addition, the
uproar in Congress could well produce unilateral
measures that would help no one, least of all ourselves.
JEFFREY PRIEST
yen-doll- ar
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Students are far too hung op on
CPA's as it is now. It is sad to see
the number of students who never
get involved to give themselves
those few extra hours to put off a 4.0
for the semester. The students who
need a letter grade to motivate
themselves to do well are the same
people who miss the education receiv
ed through lectures, workshops, and
leadership positions.
One argument for changing IS to a
letter, grade is that a satisfactory
becomes a "catch all" and
everything from what may be aB-t- o
a D
on a letter grade system
receives a satisfactory. Well, if this
is the basis for change then simply
add one more step to the present
systme. Instead of honors, good,
staisfactory. and c have honors,
excellent good satisfactory, and
My last statement covering this
issue is toot more general. The administration and faculty must
remember that college is only four
short years for the student Hopefully a few things printed in the
brochure that was given to
the student when they first arrived
are still true. Well, speaking for the
'class of 1986, since we have arrived
the college has changed from
quarters to semester; language requirements;, initiation guidelines for.
sections and clubs (annually), and
let us not forget tuition (another annual change).
I believe in change if it is for the
better, but on this particular issue, I
feel that it is not
n--

COLLEGE EXPERIENCE
What are the duties of the student at The College of Wooster?
seemingly easy question to answer, right? Perhaps not The
students attending private colleges today are faced with more
problems than ever before. Most of them are primarily financiaL
With tuition increasing by $1,000 plus increments each year, students
are required to finance these increases in a variety of ways.
A

The first method is to secure federal student aid, scholarships or'
loans provided by the education institution. The second requires the.
individual to save their summer earnings. .The third and most widely
tapped resource are the parents, who hopefully- could put away
money in the early years of their child's life. All to often however, a
combination of the three methods above fall short of the desired goaL
In order to combat this, students take on Jobs during the school year.
The end result for the student is a lack of time for
activities. Thus, previously successfully student organizations which
enjoyed large following in past years are experiencing dwindling
numbers in their ranks. In essence, the college experience as
described by one's older sibling or parent, is no longer attainable,
extinct For the student the college takes on a more
ib baps
dening role by maintaining high academic standards, while
requiring students to finance their education while pursuing it In so
doing, the student run organizations like the SGA. SAB, and even the
Wooster Voice lose their ability to contribute to the quality of life on
the campus. Their power and influence are therefore greatly
diminished, if not entirely crippled.
-

extra-curricul- ar

--

Lexers

n-- c.

Apartheid:
Is It Black and White?
Dear Editor
I am writing about the present
state in South Africa. As you know,
the fight against aparthied has been
long fought with little tangable gain.
This fight by the black majority to
gain even the smallest of rights and
freedoms has left many, dead and

promises

many more unless

something is done.
As a student at Wooster I watched
many of my fellow students attempt
to get the trustees to divest of stock
I felt that
these corporations had the common
good in mind as they attempted to
better profits. They would educate
and train people, thereby bettering

the situations for the entire popula
tion, both black and white, in addi
tion, the ownership of stock would
give us a vote to help change the
policy of exploitation by these cor
porations and the government.
I was blind to what was actually
happening. Once again the ease of
ignorance outweighed my desire to
really look at the situation. Today
we see the beating and killing of
unarmed men and women. We see
oDoression in it's most disgusting
form, yet we stand by and support
the source of this oppression. Our
president the great communicator,
lacks the cuts to take a stand and
suDoort the worlds best example of
freedom fighters. I find it hard to

ad-misso-

Sincerely.
Chuck Ryan
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that
the fans and
Career
graduates
out to our
students that
Richard Tao is a lawyer and
games come because they
their first legal
The.
to
Packaging: Your
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is:
it takes and
play,
watching
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are
interested
Women's
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it is.
the game, and are enthusiastic
number
those
the
cheering us
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take the
have jobs
actually
are there for the
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Sports
graduation.
watch the game, and, believe it or
these, about
at that For these
sometimes dare to come to the Test) every year.
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HOWEVER,
do come
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Dear Editor:
As a female athlete, I feel moved to
respond to the recent article concerning the lack of respect for women's
athletics at the College of Wooster.
No, Scott, being a woman athlete
at the esteemed College is, indeed,
no ego trip. As you aptly pointed out,
however, the successes of the
women's programs speak for
themselves. It is too bad that many
people involved with the College fail
to notice and. witness these successes. It is a shame that the fine
Wooster community,' and most
notably - their fine journalistic
masterpiece, "The Daily Record,"
tends to judge the College's athletic
standards in light of what the men
are doing, (or not doing, as the case

- maybe.)
I would like to point, out that

women's fans should be judged on
quality, not simply quantity. Speak-in- g
for the women's basketball
team, we have some very special
fans. Now, granted, they don't pack
the bleachers, we don't even need
those ever present, ushers to seat
them, we don't need armed guards
to keep them subdued; and, admittedly, a large proportion of the

,

and facul-

tip-of- f,

not,

dreaded away games. Imagine that.
I'm sure many other female
athletes can also bear witness to
these exemplary fans and join me in
saying a very sincere "Thank you!"
So, please don't feel sorry for the
fate of the unacknowledged Wooster
Scottie. We'll simply go on winning
our games and going to Nationals.
Even if only half of the bleachers are
polled out;ewn if we don't have
cheerleaders and the pepband;even
if we don't get to go to Florida for
two weeks; even if our write-u- p in
"The Daily Record" is only three
paragraphs long; even if we get no
respect from the College community
that we are representing. And most
people will never know what a great
showcase of athletic talent and
they' are missing. And our
true fans will continue to get their
money's worth. And we will still be
'Happy Scottles.' And that, sport-sfanis what the pure and simple
love of athletics is all about.
So if a certain section doesn't show
up for the next women's sporting
event in their underwear, we'll try
not to be too disappointed. We've
never had any of our fans wear bags
over their heads either.
com-peti-

on

s;

decade.
What
shows is
most law school
eventually find
job.
Key
of
question
how long
Top Law Schools
how good a job
A good
top law
of
from
120,000
schools
lined up 6 months
LSAT
before
And often good
Of
jobs
people, life
80,000 will apply to law schools and alter law school often begins with
about 40,000 will actually get admit- an associate position in big law
ted into and enroll in a law school. firms which may start at around
Law school is a serious investment $50,000.
of time and money; it requires S
Naturally, not everyone enters
years full time and could cost up to these elite law firms upon gradua$45,000. As there is increasing. focus tion. This is because these firms
on the
"glut" in the num- strongly prefer graduates from the
ber of lawyers (roughly 650,000 top law schools who rank in the top
nationwide), people who are inter- third of their class and who have
ested in law school are increasingly law journal experience.
- ...
asking the question "Is law. school
For
those who don't come from
,
the-- top schools,,
worth it?"
eould
Any way you count
650,000 is a at an uphill struggle. Donna
lot of lawyers. Despite this., the Chalet a second-yestudent at
most recent survey of the National Brooklyn Law School, has been
Association of Law Placement looking for a summer job since
(NALP), a consortium of law September of last year. Even
schools and employers of law grad- though she is in the "top 10 to 20
uates, found that the situation for percent' of her class, it's been
entry-levpositions for law school rough just getting interviews. She
not changed much still thinks law school is worth
has
Saduates
r the past 10 years. The survey however.found that 9 out of 10 law school
Is it possible for someone who
graduates obtained legal employe-me- didn't graduate from a top law
within 9 months of graduation school to get into the big law
from law school. This despite the firms? Paul Serini, a graduate of
fact that the number of lawyers the law school at Catholic Universihad nearly doubled in the past ty and an associate at a big Wall
so-call- ed

.

job-hunti-
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LawTfr&AT
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Street law firm, is proof that It's

possible.
But perhaps the. answer to me
question "Does law school pay?"
cannot be answered by iincing out
what most people are making after
law school. The successful completion of a demanding program and
the acquisition of professional competence have obvious attraction to

many.

man entranced by "the echo of his ever told you that you have the
own reasoned pronouncements, a spine of a newt?"
lover of disputation and foe of any
"Weil Bruce, what do you minx
psychological security save his of that?"
"I don't know. I. always thought
own. a, a ... now should I put it
Bruce?"
newts nao rainer sun spines my- aelf "
"A philosopher." ;
"Really? I had no idea that
"Bloody marvellous!" I could
only stare: Brace's aptitude with anything that slimy could have a
the English language never eeases stiff spine like that Wait are you
to astound me. And a philosopher, sure that they're vertebrates?"
wnere wouia we una a newt in
this was a catch. A great feeling of
glee began to rise up within me lAthens?"
"You." Morphus interrupted
which i suppressed with great
are eomoletelv icnorinc the ana- '
"Now remember Bruce, they (logical implications ..."
"Maybe tn a sea cave. wait.
love nothing so much as irritating.
The trick is to remain agreeable at what about a skink? There are lots
all costs. It is the secret desire of of those around." I turned back to
all philosophy instructors to be a Dr. Morphus. "Did you mean I
martyr for the sake of reason at have only the spine of a newt or
the hands of ignorant masses, and would some other member ox mat
this is what we must frustrate." I genus do?"
stifled my smile and tried to look
Pundits tend to see Humanity in
terms of two categories: opponents
nonchalant
We saddled up next to him and and disciples. "Professor uorpnus
introduced ourselves. "Rutherford was having trouble deciding to
F. Morphus," he announced, "I'm which cateogry we belonged. Finala philosophy instructor." I felt his ly, he reverted to blind instinct
You. your sister is a prostitute .
hand tremble a bit in anticipation.
Now what a philosophy instructor your mother eats hamsters ... um,
expects at this moment is for you wait It's in the Bible, isn't m"
Clearly the man was losing
to jerk back a bit unnerved, as if
hefd just told you that be had a While bellowing out the last statecontagious disease, or believed in ment he had brought his hands up
in challenge, but they looked more
infant sacrifice.
"Oh wow!" I pumped his hand like a prayer, a yearning for some
harder. "Bruce, can you" imagine niece of criticism or outrage he
that a philosophy instructor. Here, could grapple with.
I stood for some time as one
here at deathspot of Socrates."
"Yes. there is a sort of cosmic struck mute. 'Finally. I turned to
irony about it alL", Bruce was in Bruce. "Bruce. I. I'm just so upset
'
My fourteen year old sister." I
fine form.
Our quarry scuffed ' about the paused. "I had no idea. Bruce, my
it's in the
stones a bit and then made his sister is a prostitute,
move. "Yes. it was sad. sad state Bible."
"Actually I think the Biblical
of affairs. Typical result of democ
term is 'whore,' and it does explain
t
racy," he added dryly.
.

-

.

;

Bruce and I Encounter a Philoso
pher.
BY WABREN HEDGES
Athens. Rising
some time after noon and consider
ably vexed with the idea of a
A

hot dry day in

museum trip, I have suggested to
Bruce that we seek a little sport in
and about the ruins instead. He
readily agreed and suggested Soc
rates' death place. r
The only markers of Socrates'
death are a few rough stones on a
grassy hillside outlining the old
man's prison celL Year round
and pundits alike journey to
Athens to sit there and pay their
respects to the patron saint of
wisdom. Positioned here, we were
not long in discovering amusement
The man's appearance quickly
showed him to be more than the
average tourist: a closely cropped
beard; dark and fiery eyes; and
Bermuda shorts topping legs - so
white that they looked as if they
belonged more to a cadaver, than a
living, sentient being. All the way
up the hill he was issuing a continuous stream of wisdom to his wife, a
small, diffident woman whose chief
talent seemed to be that of paying
attention to her husband. - '
pos-ture-rs

I turned to my companion.

"Look, Bruce, what we have here
is obviously a pedantic pundit a

cess, win lead a discussion and
answer your questions. Mark Hatch
and David Bruno are presently
working on a draft of this till with
students from all over Ohio.
- Financial
Aid is an important
,
issue at Wooster and these changes
will affect you.
The program will be in Douglass
dents Association, and David Bru- Hall main lounge on Tuesday,April
being drafted to increase the maxi- no, program coordinator for the 9 at 7:30 p.m.
mum income for eligible families in Ohio Coalition for Educational Ac-A

There win be an information
(session on campus next week to
(outline the details of this MIL In
addition there will also be a discussion on how this bill will affect
students at the College of Wooster.
ram orenovec. Director of Fi
nancial Aid at the College. Mark
Hatch. President of the Ohio Stu
lOhio.

;-

--

Financial Aid and You! !
By DAN ROZMIAREK
There are going to be changes in
the amount of financial aid that
students in Ohio will be receiving,
hopefully they will be increases.
The middle class is no longer just
125,000 a year and less. As the cost
of college is going up, students are
finding it harder to come up with
the tuition.-- new student aid bill is

RICHARD YAO

Indolent Abroad
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tion from the best firms, he says.
SACRAMENTO, CA. (CPS)
The better firms, he adds, main- Students hunting for a scholarship
in their own'eomptuerized list of.
to help finance their college educa-- ;
off using the guides scholars nip srather than relying on
tion
marketed by a New
at their local library than paying a list mass
company.
for a computerized search of Jersey
In addition. Cassidy says, some
what's available, the authors of a
firms
offer students guarantees or
recent study conclude.
The California Student Aid Com- refunds.
But the CSAC study, released
mission (CSAC) surveyed 30 com14, concludes that:
Feb.
puter scholarship search firms that
The vast majority of the firms
promise to help students find obscure sources of financial aid by. use the same computerized list of
matching their skills and needs scholarships.
Many customers receive a list
n
scholarship prowith
of scholarships not suited to their
grams.
"While these firms are not out to background.guarantees
offered by
The
rob students, we can't recommend
any of them," CSAC spokeswoman most firms are inadequate.
Most firms do not contact their
Lois McNally says. "It's a good
customers to see how many find
idea, but it hasn't worked yet"
The scholarship search firms scholarships.
Cassidy says his 1982 survey of
came into vogue in the wake of
reports, many of them planted by his firm's customers indicated that
the students who contacted the
the search services themselves, of
agencies his firm recscholarship
of
in
millions
dollars
that there are
unclaimed scholarships every year. ommended, about half received a
scholarship of at least $100.
But CSAC Director Arthur
But CSAC surveyed 13 Los Angesays most of the unles
students who paid scholarship
claimed funds are restricted, and
are not available to the average firms, and found none who got any
financial assistance.
student
McNally says CSAC is circulating
reference
Daniel Cassidy of San Rafael. a list of rapidly-availabCaL. founder of one of the first books listing scholarship programs,
computerized scholarship search and is urging high school counseservices, says the CSAC study is an lors to refer students to those
accurate reflection of the Industry guides instead, of .paring for a
computerized search of scholar
as a whole, though not of his firm.
." . ;
Students can get. useful informs- - ships.

.

oim-cult- y.

it

--

i

J

your mother's mustache."
Rutherford Morphus had sunk to
his knees, muttering something
worse."
about metaphysics and hemlock.
"Yes. quite right quite right"
"No. I don't believe It I say we
"How do you feel about it?" His
eyes bristled beneath his leonine kin him!" I saw light come back
into his eyes. "Yes. here, right here
eyebrows.
at Socrates' death spot How
"Me sir? wen. I think it s a sad.
appropriate.".
sad state of affairs."
The man was getting frustrated;
arguments are not supposed to be VvliUMMiH Wi mmV Am
this difficult to start "Has anyone
"Oh, absolutely sir. Absolutely."

"Of course the Marxists are

I
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Convocation: Wooster in Greece
BY JONATHAN BARCLAY

Sensual, blue, crisp, enshrouded
in the mysterious fog of an undent
identity
til describe aspects of
Greece, as those who attended
Tuesday's convocation "Wooster in
Greece" learned.
Nine students of the 20 Wooster-ite- s
who took last summer's trip
presented various aspects of the
Greece they experienced.
Dr. Thomas Falkner of the Classical Studies Department led the
trip in conjunction with the Athens
Center for the Arts, touring with
the students the islands of Santorini
and Crete, as well as areas in the
Peloponesian peninsula and the
heart of mainland Greece.
The students studied prehistoric,
Classical, and Byzantine Greek culture. For six weeks they visited
archaeological sites, museums, and
villages and cities, earning two
credits for their work and experiences.

After a few introductory words
by Dr. Falkner, the student slide
presentations began with Amy
Stahlin, a senior
major, who told of the
group's activities on the volcanic
island of Santorini in the Mediterranean. A small town, buried in a
1600 B.C. earthquake was being
excavated and the students,' who
visited the site, saw what is called
e
the West House, an
class house of the buried town.
The most attractive feature of
Santorini, however, was the volcanic, black sandy beach. There were
many visits to the beach, needless
Speech-Communicatio-

ns

upper-middl-

to say.
several ancient theaters, including
Cathy Jackson, a psychology ma- the Theater of Dionysius at the
jor, presented the trip to Crete. The Acropolis, Athens. Though the
students were able to visit the group was not able to attend the

Iraklion Museum which houses
many treasures of the ancient
culture. The famous Palace at
Knossos also earned a trip. Destroyed by earthquake in 1400 B.C.,
the Palace has been partially restored.
After leaving Crete, the Wooster
travelers stopped in Mycenae, a
very historical area in southern
Greece. Senior Greek major Alex
Landefeld took the audience
through a tour of the Grave Circle,
ancient tombs from which most of
the known Mycenean treasures
have come. Mostly royal graves,
the tombs held gold drinking cups,
royal seals, and the famous gold
death masks of the Myceneans.
Chris Beachy, a junior biology
major, presented the series of

slides from Mt- - Olympia, home of
the god Zeus and site of the ancient
Olympic Games. The temples there
were all in ruins, but the remnants
were enough to indicate how large
these temples were.
Delphi was the next stop, as
discussed by junior history major
Andy Thorp. This ancient city was
once thought to have been tne
center of the earth, and the Temple
of Apollo, remains of which still
stand, was famous as home of the
Delphic oracle, a priestess who
could supposedly foretell the future.
Throughout the course of the ti ip,
the students were able to visit

Writers Conference
ILL.

There
BLOOMINGTON.
will be something of value for
beginning and experienced writers
n
2 during Illinois
July
Wes-leya-

28-Au-g.

University's ninth annual

Writers' Conference.
Conference Director Bettie Wilson Story cites the prsence of two
for tne emre
week, the publication of a chapbook
of poetry, and performances of
scenes or actstaken from drama
manuscripts submitted by partici
pants as highlights of the week.
The conference is a continuing
education program supported joint
ly by Illinois Wesleyan and a grant
from the Illinois Art Council. Spon
soring organizations include the
IWU Office of Continuing Educa
tion; iwu English Department;
editors-in-residen- ce

United Methodist Communications
of Central Illinois Conference, Unit
ed Methodist Church; and the Cen
tral Illinois Branch of the National
League of American Pen Women.
The conference faculty will in
clude daily workshop leaders Janet

Burroway, Fiction; Jean Karl,
Children and Youth; Sam Smiley,
Script and Playwriting: John
Knoepfle, Poetry; Michael Dor- man,
and Frances
Non-Fictio-

n;

Brooks, Church Curriculum.
Brooks and Karl also will serve

as

for the
week, leading afternoon seminars
or evening programs. Other semi
nar leaders will be small press
publisher David Paschke and
editors-in-residen-

agent-in-residen-

ce

ce

Jane Jordan

Browne.
All workshop and seminar lead'
ers will be available throughout the

conference for individual or small
group discussions.
A fee of $120 ($140 if sumitted
after June 28) includes registration
and participation in all workshops
seminars and programs. For an
additional fee of $25, participants
may submit manuscripts for each
workshop. In return they will re

great Greek tragedycomedy festival in March, the great Dionysia,
the students were able to see a
performance in one of the older
theaters.
Moving north through Greece,
the group stopped at Meteora, an
ancient settlement of monasteries.
Described by junior history and
religion major Beth Guonjian, this
group of monasteries was built high
upon cliffs and nourished by the'

Mi-no- an

people below.

Thessaloniki is a fairly large city
in Greece and the group studied
church history and. visited a Thes-

saloniki archaeological museum.
Senior Greek major Melissa - Ehlert
described some of the- many
churches in Thessaloniki.
Having also seen many interesting pieces at the museum, the
group took a flight to Athens, their
final stop.
Tony Louth, a Junior Urban
Studies major spoke about Athens
as the cultural center of ancient
Greece and narrated the series of
slides about the Acropolis and the
Parthenon, a temple to Athena. The
Parthenon is one of Greece's
greatest tourist attractions.
Those who participated in the
convocation enjoyed themselves
telling anecdotes about the trip and
indicated that the work, experience
and fun were all worth six weeks
of their summer.

i
--

,
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Robert Pisor. a sneaker for the Vietnam Symposium, is a Detroit
anchor and political reporter who had been a Vietnam
Correspondent.
WDIV-T-

V

.

Vietnam Symposium
The Vietnam Symposium- - will
also
feature other activities includWhat
Legacy:
The Vietnam
Have We Learned?" will be the th ing two panel discussions, a play.
By PATRICIA BAUERLE

show.
Vietnam sym? and a siide-up-e
eme for the two-dapanel
The
"Life on the
first
April
for
posium
scheduled
written more than books.
Vietnam,"
During
Campus
Wooster
by
the
sponsored
symposium,
Dorman an investigative free- The
will be moderated by Profeslance writer from Dix Hills, N.Y., Student Alumni Association, alum which
on April 15 from 11
committee, ana sor John Gates p.m.
has nominatons to two Pulitzer
a.m.
12:30
in the Lowry
into
will
Committee
Prizes and an American Library Cultural Events
Center Pit will feature College of
Association Notable Book Award to clude guest speakers and panels
-alumni discussing what it
his credit. A writer who learned his featuring alumni speaxing on uie Wooster
was
during the war, life on
like
During
Campus
Wooster
on
trade as a reporter for the Wall ion the
campus, and activities on campus
reflecStreet Journal, Associated Press, Vietnam." The two days' ofmemory
concerning the war. Participants
New York Times and Newsweek, tion are dedicated to the
on the panel will include civil engiWoos
and
students
Wooster
of
the
He has two books in progress as
Hustwit from the class
well as a screen play adaptedfrom ter residents who lost their lives in neer'74,Craig
special education teacher
of
his article, "Perfect Crime of D.B. Vietnam.
Sneakers to be featured consist of Gail Stedje Hustwit from the class
who
Cooper," an airline
John Dineen from
alumnus Robert Pisor, the Detroit of '73, attorney
parachuted of fame and oblivion.
anchor and political re the class of '69, and account execuBrooks trains editors of church WDIV-Ttive Michael Bonadio who attended
curriculum for the United Method- porter who had also been Vietnam
Wooster in '74 and presently works
ist Publishing' House, Nashville, correspondent, ana Niamey &ar-no- for
an advertising agency.
the chief correspondent for
Tenn. Much of her work this year
members will be able to
Panel
PBS
documentary
1983
Dooular
the
develop
new
to
writers for
has been
variety of issues concerna
discuss
His
a
Television
United Methodist curriculum. A series, "Vietnam
life on campus during the
graduate of the Chandler School of tory in conjunction with his be ing
Vietnam war. Dineen, who was on
Theology at Emory University, At- stseller book, Vietnam; a tustory.
campus in '69, represents the early .
College
a
of
The
Pisor,
member
lanta, she has been a director of
of students, those who
Christian education and, since 1963. of Wooster's class of '61 and a generation
on campus while mere was a
curriculum editor of studies for journalist who corresponded for the were
Detroit News in Vietnam during growing opposition against Ameri
United Methodist youth.
and
An independent literary agent 1967 and 1968, will repesent his can involvement in Vietnam,
focused activities on issues
since 1971, Browne has written two. lecture "Now I Lay Me Down To who
genbooks and many articles for nation- Sleep" at the convocation on April concerning the draft Dineen's
Nixon's
witnessed
eration
Auditorium.
11
15
a.m.
Mateer
at
is
al magazines. Among her clients is
on the implicit, promise of
Helen Woven Santmyer, who wrote Pisor is the author of The End Of
The Hustwits, who
withdrawal.
selge
of
Line,
book
a
the
about
The
and
Club
Ohio
And Ladies of the
were
from 1969 to 1974,
students
Sanh
in
Khe
Vietnam.
Town. She has held editing posiStudents may eat dinner with represent the later generation that
tions at Crowell, Hawthorne Books,
Center at 5 p.m. on was most affected by the killings of
MacMillan Educational Services, him
may
15
attend the book- - Kent State when the United States
April
and
Arts and Architecture Magazine
signing session, wnicn win oe neia was in Cambodia. Bonadio came to
and Playgoers, Inc.
Paschke, associate professor of in the wuson BooKSiore ai s p.m. The College of Wooster in 1971 as a
English at Southwest State Univer- ton Aom 16. risor win oe inter veteran after serving in Vietnam.
the panel, "Three vet
sity, Marshall, Minn., is publisher viewed on WCWS on April 15 at Following
show and Infor
be erans," a slide-tap- e
and editor of Spoon River Press 2:30 p.m. In addition, Pisor win
on
clarifying the
two-da- y
mal
discussion
his
during
visiting
classes
essays
and Ellis Press. His
have
stereotypes
misconceptions
and
college.
residency
at
the
appeared in the New, York Times
Karnow will sneak on "Vietnam about veterans. Students will have
and Atlantic Monthly. He also has
to talk to local veterans
written two books of poetry and a lAnalories and American Poicy in aandchance
see
to
the scale model of the'
s
on
April
ai
America"
i
Central
grammar text
Karnow proposed memorial which will be
McGaw
ChaoeL
in
conference brochures with an n.m.
r
l
me erected in Wayne County by Vietior ML
application form are available was the Asia correspondent
nam Era together (VET). It will
author
is
the
Post,
and
Washington
from IWU Writers' Conference,
a memorial to all those affected
Attn: Betty Green Rademacher, of the books Southeast Asia, Uao be
the Vietnam experience. The
Illinois Wesleyan University, and China, and From Revolution to by
on Page 12
Continued
Revolution.
61702.
Bloom ington,
y

ceive a personal evaluation
ation with the instructor and an
evaluation by a writing consultant
on the conference staff. Manu
scripts must be submitted no later
than June 28.
The leadership is as diverse as
the participants. Burroway, profes
sor of English and director of the
writing program at Florida state
University, is the author of six
consult-

novels, one of which, The Buzzards,
was nominated for the 1970 Pulitzer
Prize. She also has written poetry
and children's books. She is a
former lecturer at the University of
Sussex, England, and has led writing programs for Florida State in
London, England, and Florence,

Italy.
Karl is editor of children's books
at Atheneum Publishers, New
York. A published author, she has
edited children's books for Abingdon Press and Scott Foresman,
Chicago. She is a memberof the
Children's Book Council Board of
Directors.
A frequent workshop leader at
IWU. Smiley, IWU '52. is head of
one of the leading playwriting pro
grams in the nation atlndiana Uni
versity. He has written books on
playwriting and two of his plays
have been produced at the Phoenix
Theatre. Indianapolis. Smiley was
the originating head writer for
"The Catlins," a network television
series on WTBS, Atlanta. He is a
commissioner on the Indiana Arts
Commission and the American Theatre Association honored him with
admission to its College of Fellows.
Knoepfle, professor of literature.
Sangamon State University, Springfield, also is a past workshop lead
er. He has been a Fellow in Crea
tive Writing with the Rockefellow
Foundation, in 1982 he received a
National Endowment for the Arts
grant to work on Poems from the
Sangamon, to be published by the
University of Illinois press. He has

15-1-6.
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Highlighs of Band Tour
BY DAVID SICK

"One." "Two." "Three

"Four." ta long pause) "five?"
Who

has number five? Is number

five on the bus?" Finally, some lost
soui answers, "oh, five, that's me
now silly of me. Oh, golly, I was

daydreaming. Five that's me
"
.
Six?"

of The first Presbyterian Church of
Miaaietown, Ohio, commented
"But even 'more than the outstand
ing performance, I appreciate the
way the young people gave of
tnemselves and made an effort to
relate to our people."
The students were boused and fed
by the families of the churches and
high school bands which snonsored
the events. This fact in itself helned
nuure gooa puoiic relations for the

if

Q

And, thus, each day began with a
simple count-of- f
for the 90 mem
bers of the Scot Symphonic Band
on its annual spring ' tour. .This scnooi.
year's
tour was held from March 9- - The tour' was coordinated hr
18 - and included concert stops in Connie McFarren. Taking over
the
Fairborn, Ohio; Kettering, Ohio; jod late in ism, she organized such
Miaaietown,- umo; Lexington, Ky logistics as concert sites and stuRichmond, Vs.; Jamestown. Va.; dent housing. In addition, she
iVirginia Beach, Va.; Springfield, served as an. announcer d urine
Va.; Gaithersburg, Md.; and Tow- - eacn concert ana a puoiic relations
son, Md. Additional stops were person after the performance.
made in Cincinnati, Williamsburg,
ucr arren said about her
and Washington, D.C. for sightsee year as tour coordinator, "It first
was
ing purposes.
definitely and overall a food exne- The band, working and cooperat nence. witn aaaed time for planing weu, gave twelve performances ning, next year's trip could be even
over the course of the ten day tour. more successful.
Under the direction of Naney Dit- mer, worts oy such composers as Ditmer, too, was pleased with the
uustav Moist, w. Franeis McBeth, tour. "I believe it speaks well of The Pipers and Highland Dancers perform as a part of the 85 member Scot Symphonic Band.' The Band Is
Timothy Mahr. and John PhiliD Wooster students that the band can under the direction of Naner Ditmer.
Sousa were rendered with technical travel so many miles over a 10 day
and stylistic accuracy in less than period with no major problems.".
perfect surroundings. Thanks to the r or tne stuaents, tne tour pro
wore of Kled Zulager, the band was vides a time of relaxation
a
able to quickly and efficiently move chance to escape from the rigors of
by JONATHAN BARCLAY
n
reading from the work of
in ana. out of performance area
Wooster aeademia. Senior Dale
Poet Ralph Burns save a readme poet Richard Hugo. Both Allen and
And, of course, the pipes and Grubb, Band President, summed it
;
work on campus Tuesday. Burns have an interest in Hugo,
dancers. sparking the memory at up best when he said, "After per- of his 28.
"
March
His
having
was
dissertation:
visit
soonsored
Allen
a
written
"The jais .quintet, led . by Tyrone
Wooster alumni' and those of Scot- - forming t in- - churches night . after
"The Wooster Review."
on Hugo and Burns having studied William presented a concert in
usir descent, were 'well received night, seeing Williamsburg and byBums,
who currently teaches in under the poet at the University of Lowry Center on Tuesday, March 28.
The number of the audience in kilts Washington. D.C. and experiencing
The performance featured
was evidence of the group's wel-- l the bus and McDonald's day after the English Department at the Montana.
Hailing from Oklahoma, Ralph Tyrone Williams on saxophone,
come. Even a few autographs were day, it's incredible how distant and University of Arkansas, read from
Any
(1985).
Day''
the most Burns studied at the Universities of Wedley Taylor, flugelhorn, Ed
insignificant an unfinished I.S. can recent Given
taken.
of his two published volumes Arkansas and Montana where he Ridley, piano, Dennis Bartelheim,
'
The Rev. R. Mark Allen, Pastor! become."
of poetry. His first volume, "Us," received an MFA in the
s.
drums, and Laura Rickard on elecwas published in 1983.
Burns has worked with the tric bass.
As well as commenting on his "Writers in the Schools" program in
The band, an offshoot of the
poems as her read them. Burns Indiana, teaching creative writing to larger Jazz Ensenble.per
t - :.v''
formed six
answered Questions from a relative children.
numbers beginning with a Gershwin
ly vocal audience on specific poems
For a number of years he taught piece. "Summertime" opened the
and on his style and technique.
writing to patients at a mental in- concert on arousing note.
stitution in Indiana. Burns spoke of
"My Funny
followed,
me poems ne read were his experiences there and read with its quietValentine"
melody and slow
characterized by a very strong, poetry based on the ork.
rhythm weU expressed- in Taylor's
straight forward description of a Having also taught at Murray solo.
r
situation from which the theme and SU.e University in Kentucky, Burns
"Black Orpheus" featured both
ideas of the poem were from joined the faculty at the University Williams and Taylor and preceded
Though all poetry is traceable to an of Arkansasihis year.
Dennis Bartelheim's upbeat solo '
experience. Burns established his In addition to winning a grant "Blues for Alice."
'
settings more clearly and plainly from the National Endowment for
Williams' talent was showcase
than many authors do and gave the the Arts several years ago, Burns again in Duke Ellington's "In a
actual experiences on which his won the title of GLCA Poet of 1985. Sentimental Mood."
poems were based a very significant This award helps provide exposure
The quintet closed its concert with
place. The poems he read were in- for writers by guaranteeing appoint- a Taylor-Williaduet called "Song
vigorated by this strong and impor- ments for readings at participating for My Father."
tant linking with the reality of
GLCA schools such as Ohio
Ed Ridley and Laura Rickard
life. .
Wesleyan, Wabash, and Wooster.
never missed a beat, and their conAfter reading his work for about 45 "The Wooster Review" has pur- sistent support behind the solos gave
minutes,
Burns invited Dr. Michael chased copies of Burns' two books, the concert a final polish.
-i
...
s
,
.Allen, faculty advisor for "The and they will be available in AnThe concert was well received by
'
Wooster Review," to join him in drews Library.
,
a
and the come-- :
and-g- o
atmosphere of the per
formance meant that many were to
enjoy this musical convocation.
.
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Students See
Georgia Sea Singers

Financial Aid Crunch Felt At Wooster
Dean of Students and
Director of Financial Aid at the College of Wooster, has offered a great
deal of insightful information on the
financial aid status at the College of
Wooster and at all colleges and
universities throughout the nation.
5.3 million of today's 12 million
undergraduates receive federal student aid in the United States. Financial aid is limited, and if President

by SARAH KOTCHEN

Associate

waue most students concern
themselves with making good
grades and maintaining or raisins
their grade point averages, and even

greater concern among many

students on campus . is the
of a small, private school
like the College of Wooster. With tuition cc sts at over 111.000 for the 1985-8- 8
school year, many students have
filled out complicated and confusing
financial aid forms and are crossing
their fingers in hopes of receiving
enough financial aid to afford to be
back on campus next semester.
af-fordabi- lity

Reagan's recommendation

to

reduce the federal, student aid
budget is accepted, a significant
number of students who depend upon
federal aid will be affected. Reagan
has proposed to cut government'
spending on. financial aid by 25 per
A growing concern among cent or J2.3 billion dollars. Orehovec
students, parents, and college ad- stated that over half of the student
ministrators is the limited amount of body at the College of Wooster is on
available federal student aid which financial aid and. should Reagan's
promises to become still more plan go into action,
would suffer a
limited. Paul Orehovec who is loss of over S2 million in aid.
-

i

By SHERROD BROWN
Secretary of State

One problem administrators

in

state government continually face
is how to give their employees the
kind of training they need without
spending too much of the taxpay-

lous show last Tuesday night,
March 28, in McGaw Chapel The
group is comprised of the husband
and wife team of Frankie Sullivan
Quimby and her husband Douglas
Quimby. They both reside on a
string of islands located along the
coast of the Atlantic Ocean, called
the "GeogU Sea Islands."
These beautiful islands are inhab
ited by "Geeche" people who have
traced their ancestory to a definite
location in Africa. They sneak a
language called "Gullah" which is for younger audiences because they
a mixture of African and English feel that children really take a
strong interest in their messages.
dialect
This community has retained Frankie and Doug both agreed that
many of the songs, games, dances, "it was love that brought them
oown over two centuries by the her."

Stimulation Seekers
TTADISON,

WI. (CPS)

Stu-

dents who drink and drive are
stimulation-seeker- s
who are not
likely to be deterred by laws raising the minimum legal drinking
age, recent research by a University of Wisconsin team suggests.
Instead of trying to curb stu
dents' adventursome habits, coun
selors should help students find
new ways to satisfy their need for
thrills, the researchers say.
Their conclusions are based on a
study comparing student drinking
ana armng n a bits with personality
1
I
I i
types, says uv psvcooiugisi
Farley, who along with gridiriiu
stu
dent Sharon McNeely conducted the
study.
They found that students most
likely to drink excessively and
drive tend to be extroverted
who prefer change and nov
elty and who are attracted to ex
perimental lifestyles.
"These people tend to reject
rules and regulations of any kind,"
Farley says. "Minimum-ag- e
drinking and driving laws are just creating more rules for them to reject"
1

TT1

er's money.
I faced this problem in the Secretary of State's office recently in-

;

volving training for computer personnel.
We had three alternatives: We
wrestled with the ethical question of
people on the islands. Frankie and letting a company 'we do business
Douglas decided to perform their with pay for the training. Or the
style of entrtainment as well as tell money could come from our budget Or, because there wasn't much
the stories of how they originated.
There was one song, in particu- money in the budget for training,
lar, that stood out It was called the employees would have to stay
"Turtle Dove Done Drooped His home.
Wing." According to the Geeche
Too often, state and local governpeople this was the first song (old- ments pick the third alternative
est song) handed down from heav- no training
simply because the
en to earth. It tells about the money isn't there.
occur a nee s during the time of
To help attack this problem, I
Adam and Eve.
recently hosted a special ExcelDoug and Frankie are on the lence In Government conference
road nine months out of the year for more than 1,000 government
and they especially like performing and school officials from across the

" By ERIC GREENE
What an experience! The Georgia
Sea Island Singers put on a fabu-

1

risk-take- rs

Although these students are more
prone to delinquency the researchers say, they are just as likely to
exhibit positive characteristics,
such as creativity.
"These two forces arise from the
same group of people," Farley
says. "We need to get these people
to transfer their interests from one
to the other.
"If counselors are aware of the
characteristics of extreme stimulation-seekers,
they can help channel
their energy into the creative potential."
To date, Farley and McNeely
have surveyed only a small sample
of students. They acknowledge
their results may not reflect all
students.
But their thesis that the need for
stimulation is the key to understanding and controlling drunk
driving the largest killer of those
18 to 24
is supported by accident
statistics.
Farley says those in their late
teens and early 20s have the greatest need for stimulation. The plot of
traffic accidents follows the same

state.

The presentation featured Tom
tne author of the
book. In SeMreh of Excel-

Peters,

best-selli-

ng

lence, and the most sought-afte- r
business management consultant in
this nation today.
Peters, a dramatic and entertain- pattern.
Further, since alcohol is a de- -'
pressant young drivers are likely to
seek even riskier means of getting
the stimulation they crave.
The theory, Farley says, explains
why many accident caused by
drunk drivers involve night driving,
the presence of passengers and
speeding.

"Nighttime driving provides little
external stimulation, making passengers more likely to divert the

driver's attention," Farley

ex-

plains. "All of those factors maximise the likelihood of a mistake."
Safety regulations such as seat
belt laws and speed limits simply
prompt the stimulation-seeker- s
to
take even bigger risks, Farley
says.
.
Farley says he does not know

whether the characteristics

are genetic or

thrill-seeke- rs

Orehovec

pointed out, however,

that Reagan's proposals are only

recommendations and not laws and
would not take place until 1988 or 87.
Nevertheless, concerns about cuts in
Federal Aid and resulting conditions
are valid and prevalent

ing speaxer, held the audience
spellbound for two hours with example after example of how government can be better managed.
Some of his points seemed obvious, until you began to consider
that simple things, like practicing
common courtesy, and continually
keeping your organization's objectives in sight, are often forgotten in
both businesses and government
As Peters emphasized, the only
reason for the existence of any
organization must be to serve the
people who use the organization's
product
the customer, the constituent the citizen, the student
Peters noted that it is vital for
government administrators,' managers, supervisbrs, superintendents, and teachers to get what he
termed or "daily dose of reality",
by listening to the people.
The best thing about such courtesy, he pointed out, is that it eosts
nothing. It simply demand that we.
in public service, listen, that we
treat our customers, our constituents, as human beings. As Peters
said, "It's nothing exotic, nothing
expensive, just humanness."
Along with being careful to listen,
government also must be innovative and receptive to new ideas. In
the public sector, because of the
and
needs of the public, we must be
innovative in how we deUver government services and in howwe pay
for them.
The Peters program itself is one
example. It was presented free of
charge, using private donations, at
no cost to the taxpayers.
Peters also pointed out that we
can't forget the people who run the
programs government creates.
As in the private sector, government administrators must promote
Continued on Page 12
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To Detroit
On Sunday, April 14th, the Jewish
Students' Association will be sponsoring a van trip to Detroit Institute
of Arts to view the Precious Legacy

exhibit

The museum collection contains
Judaic artifacts which were taken
from Czechoslovakian homes and
synagogues by the Nazis in World
War IL From 1941 to 1945. as the

Nazis sent tothe Jews

bizarre mockery of Judaism now
testifies eloquently to the vitality
and creativity of Czech Jewish life.
The Prague Judaica collection-sono
140,000 artifacts in all-hparallel in size of scope.
In 1884, a portion of this collection
was loaned to the Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition Service which organized the Precious
Legacy exhibits in several museums
throughout the United States.
Anyone who is interested in the
April 14th van trip to the Detroit Institute of Arts to view the Precious
Legacy must sign up in the SAB office. There will be both a transportation charge of $2.00 and an admission charge of $2.25 for students with
For
ID'S, and $3.75 for
more Information, caU Becky
DeNalsky at extension 2702.
me

ave

non-studen- ts.
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concentration
Czechoslovakia
camps, religious and secular art
pieces were seized by the Nazis and
given to the Prague Museum.
'
A small staff of Jewish curators
temporarily were spared from death
in order to create a "museum to an
extinct race," which the Nazis intended to be a pathological
"research" and propaganda,
"institute" that would justify to the
world the "Final Solution to the
Jewish Question."
Paradoxically, the museum that

of
ac-

quired.
But in either case,. Farley prescribes trying to channel the
into contact sports, the
creative arts or any activity that
involves intensity or uncertainty.
--

by the inflated cost of a college
education, the colleges themselves
are deeply concerned. Financial aid
for students makes it possible to
create a uniquely diversified
students who can afford tuition costs
with little or no aid. It this trend
were to continue, small private colleges whose student bodies depend a
great deal upon federal aid, would
become institutions for the rich. To
maintain a high level of cultural
diversity on campus would be a
struggle.

T C A

Statewise

The Georgia Sea Island Singers Frankie ana Doug Quimby
visited thie campus onMarch 28.

While parents and students alike

are growing increasingly alarmed
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COMPILED BY
E. H. HEFFELFINGER

Monday, 25 March
30.000 South Africans attended
peaceful funeral rites for 6 people
killed in riots near the whites-onl- y
city of Uitenhage.

arms negotiator, met with House
members in an attempt to gain
support for the MX missile.
A radical Lebanese group
claimed responsibility for the kid800 Ethiopian Jews remaining napping of the French attache .in
in Sudan were flown to Israel; Tripoli. The group demanded that a
reportedly by transportation pro- comrade jailed in France be revided by The United States.
leased within 48 hours in exchange
Pakistan's Parliament opened for the Frenchman. A British citifor- - the first time in 8 years and zen was also kidnapped, no group
General Mohammed Zia
has claimed responsibility.
was sworn in a President for 5
Wednesday 27 March
3
years. Martial law will be
in
The House voted
favor of spending another $1.5 billion on the MX missile system.
Reagan called it "a vote for peace,
Tuesday 21 March
Major Arthur D. Nicholson, 37, for a safer future and for success in
was slain by a Soviet guard in East Geneva." An opponent of the sysGermany while monitoring Soviet tem said, "We all know about the
military activity. Moscow charged merits of the MX. It has none."
General Electric Company
that the officer, a member of the
U.S. military mission in East Ger- was indicted by a federal grand
many, was spying in a restricted jury on 4 counts of defrauding the
government of about $800,000 on a
area.
Max Kampelman, chief U.S. nuclear warhead system.
ul-H- aq

219-21-

main-taine- d.

cial inquiries are completed.
Police arrested 4 leading
230
protestors
and
clerics
as they marched through Cape
Friday 29 March '
Twain after a memorial service for
White House Budget Director,
19 blacks killed last week by police.
David Stockman said taxes would
have to be raised to finance the
budget if Congress fails to reduce
Thursday 28 March
The U.S. conceded that slain domestic spending.
Secretary of State Shultz said
Army Major Arthur D. Nicholson
was photographing Soviet combat the Soviets were trying to undergear and the Soviets would have mine support for Reagan's space-base- d
defense system.
been justified in detaining him. The
South African blacks boycotted
White House is considering retaliasteps,' call- jobs or left work early in response
tory 'diplomatic-relate- d
to a call from the biggest
ing the fatal shooting inexcusable.
group forcing several
The Supreme Court ruled 3
that police can use deadly force to major factories to close.
stop a fleeing felony suspect only if
there is a 'significant threat' to the Saturday 30 March
France has invested $30 billion
lives and safety of officers or
into building an arsenal of nuclear
bystanders.
p.w. Botha, President of South weapons as insurance for its viabilacity as a nation and as the centerAfrica, accused
tivists of fomenting violence. He piece of a European nuclear
asked Parliament to not comment
on the recent shootings until judi
Sandra Good, a member of the

Manson family, refused to leave
prison because she would be pro-

anti-aparthe- id

hibited from associating with
Charles Manson or his followers.
sentence
Good is serving a
for mailing death threats to businessmen.
ten-ye- ar

Sunday 31 March
Kidnapped British business
executive Brian Levlck was released unharmed after 15 days in
captivity. The Kharbar Brigades

claimed responsibility,
President Reagan, in his weekly radio address, continued his
efforts to gain congressional approval to send aid to rebels seeking
to overthrow the Sandinista government In Nicaragua. Reagan said.
"Our support for the freedom fighters is morally right ..." An opponent of Reagan's Central American
policy said, "Mr. Reagan's alliance
with violence in. Nicaragua is
against the American way."

anti-aparthe- id

6--

.

anti-aparthe-

id

Resolution Rejects Proposed Budget Cuts
incomes over $32,500. Other cuts
BY CHARLES L. BUTTS
would ban students from families
Minority Whip
COLUMBUS
"There shouldn't making more than $25,000 a year
be a penalty for being' middle from receiving National Direct Stu y
class," State Sen. Charles L. Butts dent Loans, Pell Grants and
grants.
said recently as he
Butts predicted that Reagan's
introduced a resolution asking Congress to reject the President's pro- plan would hit Ohioans particularly
posed cuts in federal student aid. hard because they have, traditional"If President Reagan gets his way ly paid among the highest college
slashing .student .loans and.; aid,: fees, in the nation. .As recently as
the 1982-8- 3 school year, for exam
thousands of Ohio's middle-clas-s
college students will see their fu- ple, Ohio students paid up to 47
percent of tne cost of unaergraau-at- e
ture delayed or even foreclosed."
education at Ohio schools, comIf adopted by both the Ohio
Senate and House of Representa- pared to a national average of only
tives, the Butts' measure would ask 30 percent. With over 460,000 stuCongress to "take appropriate ac- dents attending the state's private
colleges last
tion" to refuse the cuts. It further and
in the nation
sixth
Ohio
fall,
ranks
plan
will
states that Reagan's
present many students of middle- - in total college enrollment
"It's not only unfair to thwart the
income families from qualifying for
majority of college studeserving
effectively
loans,
"thus
federal
need some help to get
who
dents
penalizing people for being middle
through school, but it just doesn't
class."
re"These students come from fami- make good economic sense to
develand
growth
our
nation's
tard
lies whose taxes fund so many
government programs to help oth- opment like this," Butts said. "By
ers, while they themselves get com- closing down the equal opportunity
to so
paratively little in government as- that government aid means
many students, we will be denying
sistance," Butts concluded.
The President's proposed budget our future leaders and producers
would limit federal aid to all stu- the chance to get the best education
dents to a maximum of $4,000 a and training that they are qualified
year and also deny federally subsi for. If they lose, we all lose." .
Supporting Senate Joint Resoludized Guaranted Student Loans to
students from families with annual tion 10 are the
-

work-stud-

(D-Clevela- nd)

--

--

-

.

state-support-

ed

Inter-Universi-

ty

Council (which represents Ohio's 13
colleges and universities), the Assoc. of Independent College and Universities of Ohio
(representing 44 private colleges),
the U.S. Student Assoc. and the
Ohio Student Assoc.

Student Loans and Plus Loans in many

JOINT RESOLUTION
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF, :THE
STATE OF OHIO:
WHEREAS The members of the
116th General Assembly of Ohio
believe that the cuts in leaerai
student aid proposed by the President in his hudeet would seriously
harm large numbers of students in
Ohio, and throughout tne unuea
Atates and
WHEREAS, The budget authority
requested by the President for student financial assistance and guaranteed student loans for fiscal year
is $2.3 billion
1986
$6.3 billion
less than the level requested for
1985; and
WHEREAS, no comparable reduction has occurred in the cost of

Educational Opportunity Grant

state-support-

ed

.

.

higher education, and many students need such assistance in order
to continue their education; and
.

WHEREAS, The Ohio Student
Loan Commission estimates that
the nronosed cuts would result in a
decrease of 55 to 65 percent in the
moneys avauaoie tor uuaranteea
--

Ohio; and
WHEREAS, The Ohio Student
Association estimates that nationally, the proposed Pell Grant reductions of $675 million would eliminate aid for 574,000 students; the
elimination of the Supplemental

Program would affect some. 727.000
awards, the cutting of $190 million
from the National Direct Student
Loan program would affect 143,000
students, and the termination of the
State Student Incentive Grant program would affect some 304,000
awards; and
WHEREAS, In Ohio and nationwide, the cuts in proposed student
aid programs would result in a loss
of assistance by an estimated one
in five students currently receiving
aid; and
WHEREAS, Many students and
their families do not have the
financial ability to fund higher
education studies to obtain college
training and degrees, the successful attainment of which is so critical to an individual citizen's personal and career growth and also to
this state and nation's development
and strength; and
WHEREAS, the proposed imposition of a maximum family income
limit for loan eligibility will eliminate participation by members of

s,

.

many other government programs,
but who themselves enjoyxso comparatively little in government assistance; and.
WHEREAS. We believe It to be in
the best interest of the people of
this state and his country to retain
equal access to higher education
for our state and nation's citizens.
Irrespective of personal income,
and to avoid the consequences of
the proposed budget cuts; therefore
.

belt

RESOLVED, That we, the members of the 116th General Assembly '
of Ohio, in adopting this resolution,
memorialize the Congress of the
United States to take appropriate
action to reject the proposed cuts in
federal student aid; and be it.
further
RESOLVED. That the Clerk of
the Senate transmit a copy of this
Resolution to the President of the
United States; to the President of ,
the Senate of the United States; to
the Speaker of the House of Representatives of the United States; to
each member of the Ohio Congressional Delegation; and to the news
media.

Colleges Weight Course Offerings- Some federal and state governments
BOSTON. MA (CPS)
colleges actually may be weighting are giving less aid to colleges.
Corporate contributions to educatheir course offerings toward math
the highest category of
and science to lure larger corpo- tion
reached an
rate contributions, according to a corporate giving
new study by a Boston investment estimated $1.29 billion last year, up
3.2 percent from the previous year.
firm.
But while contributions increase,
"For many universities and colleges, selling their programs to the report points out, "the diversificorporations and other philanthrop- cation of support may narrow" as
ic agencies and individuals is key corporations "seek greater control
to economic viability," says the over universities in order to access
Research and Develop- the best minds and technology for
.. Franklin
their own corporate goals." ment Corporation study.
And with the highest demand for
"But the desire to create greater
'corporate (contributions) can scientists, engineers and computer
change a school's policies and prac- exports, more corporate support
areas and less
tices." the report warns.
goes into high tech
ito liberal arts programs.
Many schools are becoming inAlready, the report says, there is
creasingly dependent on financial
support from the private sector evidence that arts and humanities
the courses are suffering as colleges
because the public sector

jfrrrTrrrrrrfffi

'

'

'

rush to create new math, science,
and engineering courses to attract
corporate givers.
But others disagree with the
study's warnings.
"It is true that business and
industry tend to make grants in
areas that are of interest to them,"
acknowledges Arthur Kammerman
with the Council for Financial Aid
to Education.
"And since corporations involved
in manufacturing and energy are
the largest givers, they are naturally going to give more money to
improve things in their interest
areas like engineering and science," Kammerman says.
But such support hardly means
corporations can control college
course offerings, he argues.
Continued on Page 12
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effectively penalizing people for
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Burrows Exhibits Unique I.S.
By MART COX
The result of hard work, dedication and creativity was displayed
this past week in the Mackenzie
Art Gallery of the Severance Studio
Art Building, from Sunday, If arch
31 through Friday, April 5.
Jennifer Burrows, a studio art
major at Wooster, showed her
in a nine piece art exhibition of abstract, handmade paper
sculpture. She titled her display,
"And You Are the One Who Is
Bind: An Artist's Remembrance of
People and Places Through Color
and Handmade Paper."
This particular project was quite
a stylistic change for Burrows who
had previously worked solely with
realistic and detailed projects. It
was especially challenging for Burrows to try abstractionism. Both
she and her I.S. advisor George
Olson were at first "hesitant to put
up a show so different" because
papermaking was a new and untried process for an I.S.
I.S.-proje-

ct

--

cluded in her final display. Bur
rows, who considers herself an
individualist, found the paper making process fascinating and educational; she says she likes to experiment with different mediums,
although she admits they often
entail "hidden difficulties."
Says the artist. "I learned a tot
while I was working, in terms of
the process." She describes paper- making as somewhat simple, out
She used a Household blender, a door screen, and a
framework (all on display) to work
with various cotton, flax, and Abaca fibers imported from the Philli-pine- s.
Once blended, these fibers
and pigments are poured onto a
screen and then stretched on a
framework. For her I.S., Jennifer
stitched and imbedded things onto
the surface of the paper she made,

time-consumi-

ng.

to represent her conceptual
themes. She used objects such as
lace tatting and string in her work,
symbolizing what she cousiaers an
"autobiographical" composition.
Burrows got the idea for using
An interesting aspect of Burrows'
handmade paper as her medium
exhibition is that while it is abfrom a student in a
class who demonstrated the stract. Burrows wanted her audiprocess. Though she had done it ence to- know what she herself saw
in each piece and how her work
once before as a freshman, Jennifer was relatively inexperienced represented her own feelings and
with such a process, and she found life. As part of her exhibition, she
that initially progress was slow and displayed personally inspirational
highly experimental. But because poetry as well as her written I.S.
the paper she made could be dis- containing explanations of each
piece of art shown and its signifiplayed both flat and molded
she discovered that cance to her (often through color).
it was the medium she wished to Also showcased were some of the
actual tools .she used and a few
use.
After working a while and be- notes on their functions in the
coming more comfortable with pap- papermaking process.
There are several .major themes
ermaking. Burrows says she became more bold in her included in Burrows' art work which
compositions and sizes of pieces. are translated into color and symShe also began experimenting with bols by the artist In her work.
different fibers, pulps, dyes, and Jennifer says, are direct references
watercolors, all of which she in to people, places, and poetry that
.

life-drawi- ng

-

three-dimensional- ly,

have been important and special to
her. Many of these references are
shown through her
additions (i.e. the lace) but much is
represented through the use of color. Each of the nine pieces is. a
different color which. Burrows
points out, was significant and intentional in getting her meaning
across.
Another great influence was the
poetry written by her neighbor's
daughter. Ann Farr, who was blind
and died of diabetes in late 1984.
Burrows found the poetry effective
and appropriate because it had such
strong imagery, especially in color.
Burrows selected her I.S. title from
a line in one of Farrs poems. She
says they were both an inspiration
and insight to her and her art.
The images of hands and faces
are also very important to Burrows
and can likewise be seen n her
exhibition. Several of her pieces
included molded hands and the
impression of her own faee. The
faces in her work do not symbolize
death (as it was once suggested)
but a "sleeping or dream-lik- e
state." Although she considers her
work the culmination of a great
deal of personal expression, Burrows encourages viewers to
they will in interpreting it
Among her own favorites are a
!)iece she calls Lavender, based on
and
deas from her
experiences in the German Alps,
and Remembrances and Foreboding in yellow; this is one of the
three pieces inspired by an Ann
Farr poem.
Commenting on people's reactions toward her work, Burrows
said, "I've enjoyed the response."
Overall, she has found her LS. to
be "a project
the time
and effort" and clearly she is
pleased with the result of her
artistic challenge.
find-wh- at

self-portr-
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Career Discovery
CAMBRIDGE. HA

six-we- ek

.

What do much."
In the Career Discovery Program, there is barely time to

architects really do? What's it like
to work in a design office? How can
I use my background in botany as a
landscape architect? Could I make
a decent living as an urban designer? Do I really have some skill in
imagining and drawing buildings?
These are some of the questions
summer
answered in a
program offered by the Harvard
University Graduate School of De
sign for persons 16 to over 40
considering careers in architecture,
landscape architecture and urban
design. Established in 1973, the
Career Discovery Program at Har
vard is the oldest of about 10 such
programs offered by architectural
schools across the country, and has
attracted nearly 2,000 studens from
all over the world. According to
program director Jeremiah Eck, it
is unique in its emphasis on career
choice rather than skill building,
and in its large number of college
enrol- students and
post-gradu-te

lick-stamp-

s,

let alone write letters
home. Those enrolled spent most of
their waking hours bent over a
drafting table drawing plans, elevations and perspectives, and condoing, in short,
structing models
what architects, landscape architects and urban designers spend
much of their time doing. When
they are not working in the studio,
participants are. attending lectures
by experienced professionals in
their chosen fields or going on
guided field trios to major con
struction sites and architectural
landmarks. They also have an op
portunity to take part m weekly
career counseling worksbps.
The program is set up so that
participants are introduced to ail
architecture.
three professions
landscape architecture and urban
planning
but specialize in one.
Some discover that they are not as
interested in a certain field as they
to thought, and more attracted to

lees.
The program runs from July 1
August 9, and offers students a
chance to find out whether they
want to become designers through
a program simulating studio educa
tion and professional practice.
Maia Puccetti, a graduate of the
Career Discovery Program from
Nova Scotia, enrolled the summer
after she finished high school because, "My great fear was that I
would spend a lot of time and
money and then find out that archi- tecure was not for me. I might
have gotten a summer job in an
architect's office, but I would prob
ably have ended up licking stamps,
answering phones, and not doing

jCHINESE FOOD

WE

another. Joyce Gault another re
cent program graduate, said, "I
came in thinking I was going to be
an architect but now I think I'm
going into landscape architecture. I
found that architecture is too rigid
for me ... I like the open space of
landscape architecture."
Others found, as did Ann Daily, a
Boston hospital administrator considering a career change, that the
intensity of an architect's life was
not for her. On the other hand,
there are those ike Jonathan Fish-mafrom Baltimore, who said.
"After Harvard I was 100 percent
sure I wanted to become an architect My interest jelled during the
program." He then enrolled in the
graduate program at Yale. Many of
his fellow participants applied to
and enrolled in one of the Harvard
Graduate School of Design's Mas
ter degree programs
about 10
of the school's entering class each
year.
Tuition for the Career Discovery
Program is a seriousinvestment
Continued on Page 12
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Model o.a.u. Group in

D.C- -

By DAVID THOMPSON
Duriflff Snrfaff
from commission meetings included for
March
seven Wooster stu- mal debate as well as iniormai
dents took part in the Sixth Annual caucusing among delegates to more
National Mnrfl nrrnirttan nt A. effectively come to resolutions on
Unity (O.A.U.)in
rican
Washington,
the issues at hand.
.
"
M
idc moaei was sponsorea oy The last dav and a half consisted
i.u.
Howard University and the conference itself was held on the Howard of meetings of the Council of Minis
13-1-8,

Rrik

Campus.

ters and tne neaas oi siaie. in
these meetings, selected delegates
from all of the participating countries reviewed the resolutions passed in all of' the commissions.
Amendments were made, similar
resoutions combined and votes
were finally taken. There was an
extra incentive for the construction
of viable resolutions because all of
the resolutions passed are sent to
the real O.A.U. for discussion and
debate.

There were some SO colleges and
students, both graduate and
undergraduate attending the con
ference. Each school represented a
different member country in the
O.A.U. Wooster represented Guinea, which is located on the Atlantic
coast near the most western tip of
Africa. The Wooster delegation was
made up ot seniors Steve Clement
and David Thompson, juniors Lis
Moran and Solo man Ngubane. and
Despite the great deal of time
freshmen Meredith Fields, Rich
Crouse and Rich Leonard. All of spent on the conference itself, there
the delegates stayed on or near the was still time to see Washington.
University campus.
D.C. One evening, the Model sponsored an African night which inThe Model O.A.U. was divided cluded African music, dance and
into five commissions that dealt food from various African counwith specific issues. The commis- tries. And of course, no trip to
sions were developed in order to Washington. D.C. would be complemore quickly and effectively deal te without a night or two in Georgewith the issues at hand. The De- town.
Despite the frustrations and comfense commission discussed issues
such as nuclear, arms in Africa. plexities involved with the Model,
Commis all of the delegates seemed to be
The Arbitration-Mediatio- n
sion dealt with disputes between! unified in v ny respects. It was
member countries. The Economic only on the specifics of issues that
Commission discussed the food debate ensued. Steve Clement who
problem in Africa. The Social Com- served on ttle African Liberation
mission dealt with education, Afri- Commission explained that "people
can culture, and the status and role seemed to be really concerned with
of women in African development the issues being debated and were
Finally, the African Liberation glad to be taking part in a conferCom mixson dealt with the situation ence that dealt with Africa's
problems."
in South Africa as' well as the
Namibian' Crisis. Aside from the
In summing up the Model. David
preparation delegates did on their
own, each school met with their Thompson explained it this way:
respective country's embassy so as "During the whole process of the
io more fully reflect their country's conference, one gets a sense of
energy that reflects all of the
position on specific issues.
participants; attempts to do someThe first two' days of the confer thing really worthwhile. It is someence were spent participating in thing that must be experienced in
the commissions. Parliamentary order to get the true essence of
procedure was strictly enforced what it is all about"
For those interested in participatwhich gave one the feel of how
complex and often frustrating the ing in conferences of this type, there
actual O.A.U. can be. Rich Leonard will be a meeting held by Dr. Roff
described the formal debates, "The at Wishart Hall in the basement
Model O.A.U. can really give you a adjacent to the Lean Lecture
feel for what politics can really be Room. It will be held on Monday,
a real headache." The April 15. at 7:30 p.m.
like
500

.
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Youth Service Gains New Popularity

-

.

workable youth service system.
Although advocates disagree
about the best kind of program,
and although Congress rejected a
similar plan last year, most national youth service proponents welcomed Hart's initiative.
"There is a great deal of debate
that needs to occur before any
consensus is reached, and Sen.
Hart has stirred up some discus- sion," says Michael Sherriden of
Washington University,
of a book outlining one version of a
national youth service.
co-auth-or

"It's very

Kennedy-esque.-

"

Maneker says youth service is
less politically appealing now than
last year because of the focus on
reducing the federal budget deficit
And as long as the Reagan administration ignores it. Hart's proposal will go nowhere, she predicts.
"Hart is not that great a political
god that what he proposes will get
acclaim Just because he proposes
it." she says.
That pleases Young Americans
for Freedom Vice Chairman Jay
Young, who says national youth

Liberal Arts andreer The Job
AMES, IA. (CPS)
When Iowa
State University senior Jeannette
Fielder recently walked into a Job
interview with some conservative
bankers she figured she didn't have
a chance. She was, after all, an
English major.
"I said, 'do you realize that I
haven't had any finance classes?'
And they said "no problem. We'll
train you," Fielder recalls. "They
all said they wished they had been
a liberal arts student
"They felt their perspective was
so narrow, I was tickled." , .
;
Fielder who will go to work for
the bank after graduation this
spring was in fact interviewed by
about 10 corporations.
Though her case may not be
typical, college placement officials
across the country report that the
number of firms looking to hire
liberal arts grads is up substantially over last year. .
"Even major corporations are
now giving an increasingly sincere
look: at liberal arts graduates,"
reports Victor Lindquist who directs Northwestern University's ca

placement center and is the
author of an annual report tracking
job offers nationwide.'
Lindquist says the increasing interest in liberal arts graduates is
part of a trend that began in about
1980.

Liberal arts grads "tend to have
marketable communication skills,
both written and oral, analytical
tools and tend to be more trainable," he explains.
Small businesses are also hiring
more this year, and are more
receptive to liberal arts grads than
to grads with technical or specialized degrees, who may demand
higher salaries.
"It's hard for a liberal arts
graduate to convince a major corporation that he or she has valuable skills," Judith Kayser of the
College Placement Council says.
"But with a mom and pop operation, it's easier to get the time to
seU yourself."
If the trend in favor of liberal
arts grads is reaching new highs, it
could mean the end or what some
administrators have dubbed the

r twee
1

BUS

He advocates a voluntary pro
"A genuine sense of community! gram offering education tuition
and citizenship should include spe-- J credits and paying participants
cine challenges and obligauonsj minimum wage salaries.
beginning with service to the na
About one million people between
Uon," Hart said in a Feb. 4 speech. 18 and 24 would participate each
"A new system of national serv year, he estimates, at a cost of 88
including both military and billion to $10 billion.
ice
will "The value of the services ren
opportunities
ask young Americans to return dered will more than compensate
some of the advantages and invest for the cost of the program," Sherments they have received from ouij riden says.
society,
Maneker believes any new youth
Hart himself escaped military! service programs will be confined
A 1981 Gallup PoU found 17 percent of the public favors a compul- service by winning education defer- - to local and state governments.
sory program for men, while 54 ments while studying at Betnany New York City has a youth serv
percent endorsed a compulsory Nazarene GoUege, Yale Divinity ice program, as do New Jersey and
California.
School and Yale Law School.
program for women.
By the time he finished all three Rep. Robert Torricelli
An earlier Gallup PoU discovered
a large majority of high school and in 1964, at age 27, he was beyond submitted a House bill similar to
Bart's Senate MIL
college students also favor a volun- draft age
tary youth service program.
Sherriden says he opposes a man-- i In past years, the full House has
youth service bill after
In unveiling his proposed legisla- datory youth service program,
tion Feb. 27. Hart said he prefers a lieving it would be divisive and too they've cleared the Senate and a
pouse committee.
mandatory youth service program. difficult to enforce.
Hart's bill calls for the program
to involve 12 to 24 months of
service, with penalties for noncom
pliance if a mandatory pun is

service, whether voluntary or mandatory, is unnecessary.
"The volunteer spirit in this
country is strong," Young says.
"There, is no need for the government to get involved in volunteer
programs."
Young blasts Hart's can for a $3
million study as "a foolish waste of
taxpayers' money."
Polls, however, do suggest a majority of Americans favors some
kind of national youth service.

i
TBtftSI

h.

I

;

used.

non-milita- ry

(D-N- J)

be-defea-

syndrome:"

taxi-driv- er

ted

the

spectre of bright, overqualified hu
manities graduates who drive tans
while watting for 'meaningful' jobs
that never materialize.
But others say the increase in job
offers for liberal arts graduates is
no larger than for graduates in
other disciplines.
'.'I'd like to believe that employers have come around to the advantages of liberal arts graduates,"
says Gary McGrath, the career
development director for liberal
arts major at the University of
Minnesota. "But that's not the

nr
in

case."

McGrath says an improved econ-

omy is the reason more employers
are interested in liberal arts grads.
"When the economy improves,
employers are willing to look at a
more diverse group of applicants,"
he says.
The College Placement Council's
annual survey of major corporations indicates business executives

plan to hire eight percent more
grads this year than last
Continued on Page 12
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"If Hart continues to be viewed
D.C. (CPS)
Students and other youths could be as the likely Democratic (1988 presa step closer to being required to idential) nominee, this idea will go
devote two years of their Uves to with him," Sherriden predicts.
But Hart's initiative won't be
military or civilian national servenough to get the idea throgh
ice.
The sporadic debate over a na- Congress, says Meryl Maneker, cotional youth service flared anew author of a 1984 report on national
with Sen. Gary Hart's recent pro- ?outh service prepared for the
outh Policy Institute.
posal to establish a system requir"All the (1984) Democratic presiing aU youths to perform some kind
dential candidates at one time or
of service for the nation.
Hart's proposal would give $3 another proposed some kind of
million to a commission to design a youth Service." Maneker notes.
WASHINGTON,
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The doctor doesn't cut out anything. You cut out

cigarettes.
This simple surgery is the surest way to save you
from lung cancer. And the American Cancer Society
will help you perform it.
We"have free clinics to help you quit smoking. So,,
before you smoke another cigarette, call the A.C.S.
.
office nearest you.
smoking,
you
keep
And don't put it off. The longer
the sooner it can kill you.
.

'Receivina the bad arades doesnt bother me. It's having to enter the job
market prematurely that gets my goat."
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"They put out posters saying
things like the best way not to get
25f?E WOOSTER VOICE THE WOOSTER VOICA.
financial aid is not to register for
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)
wooster voice
Poor and minority high school stu- the draft and not repay student
wooster
dents da not know about college loans," Berkshire says.
SxHlWOOSTER
VOICE
THE WOOSTER
"The information they're putting
finncial aid, and many are not
enrolling in college as a result, the out is all negative."
theY-poste-r
of
States spend less than one-ha-lf
authors of a recent study conclude.
In a broad indictment of colleges, one percent of the aid funds disand federal and state financial aid seminating information on what's
vq$?e t5?s
officials, authors of the National available, the report notes.
voice
Leaders of NSAC's 37 member
Student Aid Coalition (NSAC) reTHE
WOOSR
CEThVOQJTER VOICE j
port say the current system for organisations say they need new
ways
word.
giving
of
inforthe
students
aid
disseminating financial
55 THE WOOSTEOICE
VOICE j
Berkshire says that although the
,
mation is woefully inadequate.
"There are all kinds of pieces report does not identify potential
woosterVoice
Booster voice!
missing from a comprehensive in- ways to pay for such advertising,
may
a
NSAC
fund
organise
help
says
NSAC
formation system,"
wooster voice
wooster voice-- a
drive.
spokeswoman Linda Berkshire.
A master calendar to coordinate
wooster voice
NSAC report, reThe
wooster voice;
leased Feb. 25th, says the disad- the timing of financial aid proWOOSTER
STHE
VOICE
THE
WOOSTER
VOICE j
vantaged students who need finan- grams, and a guide geared to high
cial aid the most don't have access school juniors and sophomores also
wooster voice
wooster voice j
to information about aid programs would help, the report's authors
because college do not recruit inner say.
wooster voice
wooster voice!
city students.
K:ii:iini:i::::::i:::::::i:!:iii:::i:ii:::::::::;:::::i:
report
Even more damning, the
says available reference guides to
aid frequently are outdated, inaccurate or difficult to understand.
The systems for telling students
rules and
about the
funding levels for many programs
can't keep up with all the changes,
the report says.
The report adds nontraditional
students, such as adults who want
to continue their formal education,
face similar obstacles because the
government counts on high schools'
APPRENTICESHIPS IN THE ARTS
to tell students about aid.
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The report faults the federal Department of Education for concentrating on telling students how not
to get federal aid.
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Only a block away from campus for
a world of difference. Let us pamper
you at affordable prices.
Monday
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

Breakfast
Dinner

Saturday
11 a.m.
7 a.m.
2 p.m.
11 a.m.
8 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

Sunday
7 a.m.
11:30 a.m.

11

MUSIC DANCE TELEVISION PAINTING FILM THEATRE CRAFTS
THEATRE SCULPTURE PUBLISHING RADIO GRAPHICS MUSIC
GALLERIES PHOTOGRAPHY ARTS ADMINISTRATION MUSEUMS

a.m.

8 p.m.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE WITH MEAL TICKET

u

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT APPRENTICESHIPS,
CREDITS, COSTS, HOUSING AND SPONSORS, CONTACT:
or Professor Joan Kre jcar
GLCA, New York Arts Program
308 West M8th

NY,

NY

10036

Street

(212)582-908-8

Art Department
The College of Wooster
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Tales of Chorus Tales
by LAURA VAND ALE

"WELCOME BACK FROM ty to really get to know each other
BREAK! "My sympathies go out for and form more of a community
Jhose of ybo who were on the Chorus bond. Getting up early to climb on
Tour..." I had to chuckle as I read the bus and hit the road again soon
the sign that my oh-s-o funny co- seemed the normal daily thing to do.
worker had put up in the office of my
The concert stops while on Tour inemployment here at school. And it
was only the first day back! News cluded Pittsburgh, Camp Hill, PA,
sure does travel fast. The sign was,
Wayne, PA,
of course, referrring to the rather Ridgewood, NJ. Huntingdon, NY,
ridiculous difficulties the Chorus White Plains, Ny, Boston, Syracuse,
had with the school bus, van, and and Jamestown, NY. The group had
g
in Get
car. Apparently all the travelling free hours for
was lust too much for the poor tysburg and Philadelphia. For two
Fortunately, minor afternoons the Chorus was let loose
vehicles.
castrophes aside, the trip was so in the Big Apple and everyone, in his
successful that we can look back or her own way, took in the whole
now and view the whole situation as New York experience. After the
mad hustle and bustle of New York,
quite comical. Tour got off ot a great start as Boston offered an afternoon to take
Saturday March 9, day of departure, it a little easier while investigating
dawned a clear; sunny spring morn- the various shops, historical points
ing. The weather during the rest of was the concert given in the Trinity
the trip was just about as favorable. Church on Copley Square in Boston.
For the most part, not major sight- The Chorus participated in a special
seeing had to be done in the rain, service on Eversong as a part of the
and the only two snowstorms oc- Lenten season. The Church was
curred primarily during travelling beautiful and a marvelous place to
time. But what a lot of travelling sing, and the service was well- au
time there was! Every day, with the attended by a very appreciative
exception of the one full day spent in dience. Being able to spe-- d a second
Boston, the Chorus endured several night in Boston after all the excite-- )
hours on the road. Even the ''short ment of the concert brought a needone-hotrips" somehow turned out ed break from' the exhaustion of
to be a little longer than planned. everyday travel
This extended time of togetherness
gave the group wonderful opportuni
Lest it be forgotten, in amongst

Gettysburg,

sight-seein-

ur

Sports

details of extra attractions, there
was a main theme tying together all
our days on Tour: the concerts. The
long hours of practice throughout
the year paid off as the Chorus
energetically and consistently performed ten exciting concerts, offering a challenging variety of music.
The music included Bach's Cantata
150, accompanied by a chamber orchestra made up of Wooster students
who travelled with the Chorus, and
Madrigal selections, as well as
pieces by various other composers.
The concerts were a joy to perform
and the audiences generally were at--,
tentive and responsive. The Chorus
played its role as a representative of
The College of Wooster, and did its
best to positively promote our school
throughout the Northeast
Tour season officially ended with
concert back
the Chorus post-Tohome in McGaw on Friday, March
29. The home audience was very
supportive as the Chorus presented
its final performance of the regular
school year. Practice will continue
for the group, however, as it looks
forward to one further concert at the
1985 graduation ceremonies on May.

...

--

ur

The Chorus would like to extend a

special THANKS ! to all those involved in plans and arrangements who
helped make "Chorus Tour 85" a
great eleven days, and an experience not to be forgotten.

'Skit
JACQUELYN MAYER TOWNSEND

by JEFF BR00KSB7RE
Jacquelyn Mayer Townsend, a
(former Miss America, presented her
trials as part of an inspirational lee- tare in Mateer on Tuesday.
The lecture began with a film clip
kf Mrs. Townsend's 1983 Miss
(America victory. She then struggled
kip the stairs and began to speak with
BASKETBALL
physical difficulty. The shock
treat
The women's basketball team set (of the contrast silenced the
a new record for wins in a season
as it was meant to.
(21) when the Scotties defeated
Jacquelyn
Townsend resumed her
semiKenyon College Feb. 23 in the
normal speech and habits after the
finals of the NCAC tuornament
Initial shock and began telling of her
struggle. In 1983, she was crowned
Junior forward Barb Davis (Miss America and was sitting on top
a new record for free bf
YViuutar)
the world. In 1970, the day after
throws made in a season breaking Thanksgiving, she woke up paralyz1979 mark of 52 ed on her right side and unable to
Tjnn
, Davis, who currently has Tl free
ant Ytm MOnnl HwHntf an Peak.
Her struggle to overcome the
upset of Allegheny College Feb. id (stroke and the fear it caused produe-ie- d
wnen sne scorea
points ww
for her four commitments to life:
grabbed 18. She was named North (to live one day at a time, to always
Coast Atlantic conxerence riayer (think positively, to grow through

Records fall to winter athletes
INDOOR TRACK
Fnr new sehnol records have
Jennifer Kellam been established this indoor track
Pa.) set records in season, including sophomore Shel.

BWDfMING

Freshman

'

Pittsburgh,
three individual events and is a
remember of two record-settin- g
lays. In the 50 yard backstroke.
xeiiam set a new pool ana scnooi
record with a time of 29.L Also, she
set a new pool and school record in
(the 200 yard backstrokewith a time
of 2:23.11, and she qualified for
time
nationals with a record-settin- g
of 1:03.89 in the 100 yard backstroke.

ley Sybrandt's (Canal Fulton)
,rMnrd.atHnff time of 1:13 n the 100
yard dash. Also, freshman Stephanie Kazmierski (Allentown, Pa.) set
a new record in ue 440 wnn a time
.7of 61.22. '

-

Freshman Patty Smanfk (Berea)
set a new reeord in the 1500 meters
with a time of 5:10.48, eclipsing the
previous mark by almost 11 seconds. The 1600 meter relay team
Freshman Sonva Alwvn (Mt. with Kazmierski, Smanik, Sybrandt
(Vernon, Va.) set a new school and freshman Linda Stevenson
record and qualified for nationals (Gladwyne. Pa.) set a new record
In the 200 yard individual medley of 4:21.
kith a time of 2:13.9.
Kellam sophomore Mandy Zipf
(Columbia, Md.), senior Amy Russ
.

(Cleveland Heights) ana

sopno-iinor-

au-pien- ce,

ut
Par'

tlinn

i

Also. Wooster's 400 medley relay
keam with Kellam, Zipf, Russ and
Schwenler set a new school record

and the Scotties' 200 yard
freestyle relay team with Russ,
Zipf, Schwenler ana senior Jenni
fer lRodgers (Richmond, Ind. set
"tmw-schoorecord (1:43.93).

Vic President

The former Miss Ameriea

graduated with BS degree from the!
University of Pittsburgh.
Mrs. Townsend now lives on a stan--t

MGGAW CHAPEL

20) Grant S.

704WMtrWgh
V)

Orr-iM.ONo- 4466

(216)63-5- 4'

STLVS JACOBS

"The Last word with Phi

Donahue." Her story has also ap-- j
peared in' many magazines, in-- 1
eluding
U5A Today," "People
Magazine," "Woman's world," ana
Family Circle."

col-leg-

K4:17.88)

In addition, the 800 yard freestyle
relay team' set a new pool record
and qualified for nationals with a
lime of 8:18.3. Members of the

Power. "Evening Magazine." and

-.

(Wes-tervill- e)

wrocrtfto

1

Jacquelyn has appeared on
Various television programs such as
"Hour Magarine.'T "Hour of

10-o-Ml

tfTTSRINO

GOODS

Mrs. Townsend is a member of the
National Speakers Association and
Meeting Planners InternationaLl
She is a National Spokeswoman onl
stroke for the American Heart
Association, as will as a Director of
the Religious Heritage of America.

dardbred horse farm in Meadow
ox tne weenzor ner enoru.
failure, and to pursue personal Lands. Pennsylvannia. Her hus
(significance.
band. John Townsend, is a 18501
Sophomore Karen Johnson
of the College of Wooster.
shots from the
hit
The 1983 Miss America used the fraduate
he has two children, BO and Kelly.
floor Jan. 9 against Case Western (contrast between her former glory Bill is currently a junior at the
Reserve to establish a new record of and her stroke to present the joy of
of Wooster.
91 percent She also was named
North Coast Atlantic Conference
Player of the Week for her achieve'' '
ments.

e

Kay Schwerzler (North Canton) set a new pool and school
record in the 200 yard medley relay
tarith a time of 1:58.59.

own words,
speaker.'

i.

lu her)
a "motivational!

life and helping otaera. Site

.-

irecordsetting team were Zipf.
NEWSSERVICES
The winter sports season has I freshman Carolyn Cunningham (Al- broduced numerous new records-a- t 'Won, Mich.), senior Susan Allan
She College of Wooster. A total of (Carlisle, PaO and freshman Amy
hi records have been broken in six Thayer (Monroe, Mich.).
Eports so far this season.

.

Wootar.OM44n
PV

(21)

262-545-

7

Worship, 10:30 A. n.
Every Sunday
Westminster Presbyterian
Church
- inrcc:danco
vlhe ccnjrcscticn'
on campus" - ..;.
'

'

:--

;

Mintitcr: Barbara Dua

Eitcrjsion

238, thftOrch
a.v

House

e
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INDOLENCE ABROAD
Continued from Page 3
"Now, calm down. You better
just face up to facts." Bruce was
right on cue.
I paused till the tension was
unbearable. "Couldn't we just
rough him up a little?"

Continued from Page 8
Continued from Page 9
emolovees.
nublic
That
nride in
Other surveys, however, suggest doing better in the job market in helped liberal arts grads, career
pride can be generated best by that liberal arts majors will not 1980 despite surveys showing a placement officials says. ;
giving them responsioiuues ana benefit from that increase.
general pall in student job prosHowever, many liberal arts ma
showing them that their job is
In fact, both Lindquist's survey pects at the time.
jors
are still said to suffer in the
critical, that they are important. and a similar study by Michigan
One hundred sixteen firms inter- job market because of a fixation on
Thp mp9np is that services can be State University placement direc- viewed liberal arts majors that one
subject.
improved through employee satis tor Jack Shingleton, show the num year, compared to only 11 four
"Nope."
deny the existence of busi
"To
"Tussle his hair?"Rutherford faction which. again, costs notning. ber of job offers to liberal arts years earlier.
ness
courses
and become ostrichIn any organization, ieaaersmp grads will decline slightly this
Similar increases were reported like is to be myopic to the point of
looked up eagerly.
at other schools.
Bruce gave me his severest alcn is crucial. Peters maintained year.
being insufferable," Linaquist
The surveys, however, locus on
The proliferation of practical warns.
frown. "Okay, okay, you're abso- that the best leaders are coaches,
lutely right. Let's go." Now, Bruce cheerleaders, and enthusiasts for large firms' recruitment plans and courses in liberal arts curricula,
"T)ia li)ur1 arif irrailliat. chnilM
and I are not the types to brag, but their employees. A manager, su- may not reflect interest by small and an increasing realization that
or director firms in liberal arts majors.
the technical skills required in busi- have experience with almost any
the next day the papers did carry a pervisor, administrator,
Stanford liberal arts grads began ness can be taught on the job acuvuy.
report that a man had been found must not be a negative force, a
beating his head on the foundations referee in the workplace. A lead
of A then 's ancient prison. The pa- er's role should De "to create a
pers called it sunstroke, but our vision, not to kick somebody in the
considered opinion is that it was an pants," he said.
The best executives, according to
-act of frustration by a man who
BUT
thought he'd missed the chance of a Peters, are those who spend no
more than 20 percent of their time
lifetime.
"Wft
TO
in their offices. The rest of a good
manager's time should be allocated
to what he called "MBWA," or
Managing- By Wandering Around.
Continued from Page 4
Many managers have little
presentation and discussion will be hands-o- n
knowledge of how their
led by Keith Maneese, Program organizations operate. By being in
Director of Wayne County's Viet- the midst of the operation of an
nam Era Veterans Counseling agency, a department, or a school,
Service, and will be repeated on the an administrator has literally
following day. The show will be hundreds of opportunities each day
presented 12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. in. to inspire and encourage the emLowry Center, room 119, on both: ployees, to evaluate problems, and
days.
to seek innovative solutions.
Later that afternoon at 4 p.m.,'
The management style advocated
panel members will be available by Tom Peters would cost Ohio's
for an informal discussion in the taxpayers nothing, but I am conLowry Center Pit.
vinced that it woud improve servA special preview of "Fired for ices markedly.
I

.

sorry voi cm expect
TMUW&R

SHiE

uiauctm .mam?

ejarootfe to eou&ea

Effect," Steve Quandt's original
play that was written for his senior
Independent Study project, will be
performed at 7 p.m. in Schoolroy
Theater. There will be a discus sonn

That is the challenge and the goal
for all of us who are dedicated to
providing effective and responsive
in other
government for Ohio
words. Excellence In Government.
If you have 'any questions or if
you need assistance on this or any

to be led by Quandt and Maneese
following the performance.
"The Aftermath: Issues Affecting other state government matter,
Vietnam Vetrerans and Their Famplease contact me at the following
ilies" is the title of the second address: Secretary of State Sher-ro-d
panel, which will be moderated by
Brown. 30 E. Broad St., 14th
Maneese and is scheduled for April Floor, Columbus, Ohio 43215. My
16 at 4 p.m. in the Lowry Center telephone number is
Pit. This panel, consisting of veterans and their families will concentrate on the issues that currently
affect veterans and their loved Continued from Page 8
ones.
Brochures about the symposium
$1,150
but for many considering
will be distributed in student mail a design career and the
boxes next week.
price at of a graduate degree, it
can be a worthwhile safeguard.
Those interested in more informs ton about the program andor
7
Page
Continued from
application forms should contact
For one thing, Kam merman Career Discovery Box PR, Harvard
says, nearly 40 percent of corporate University Graduate School of Decontributions are "unrestricted sign, 48 Quincy St, Cambridge, MA
gifts" that can be applied to virtual- 02138. Phone
ly any discipline or department.
In addition, "only 1.3 percent of
614-466-58-

jjf

turn i eg

57.

840-150,0- 00

617-495-93-

higher education's needs are met
by corporation contributions," he
adds. "And if that means colleges
are controlled by corporations, its a
classic case of the tail wagging the
dog, which just isn't true."
Corporations support science and
engineering departments because
they want their technicians trained
in the latest and best equipment, he
asserts, and because they want
some students to stay in the field as
teachers.
Besides, Kam merman adds every dollar of corporate support,
even if it is designated for a high
tech discipline, "means the school
has that much more money left for
humanities and
courses."
Still, the Boston report advises
"the extent to which corporate
donations have strings attached to
their gifts may actually limit the
diversity of thought" on some campuses and schools should guard
against tailoring courses strictly to
draw additional corporate support

40.
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people keep
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cigarettes
don't listen
they're.
probably trying to
trick you
into
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living
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AMERICAN

CANCER
SOCIETY

will be partly to mostly cloudy, windy and nnv
It
Hixxa toaay witn a chance of thunderstorms or
showers and a high reaching 65 to 70. Tonight
promises to be mostly cloudy with a chance of
showers and a low of from 45 to 50. Saturday and
Saturday night will be variably cloudy along with
a chance of showers. The high will reach 50 to? 55
with a low dipping down to 36 to 41. Sundav and
Sunday night promise to be partly to mostly
wnn a cnance or soowera and . a rhxgh of 51
56 and a low of 17
to
A2. twt tt a rr
average, how many
annually?J

to
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tornadoes strike Ohio
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CPPS
Wooster students have the

PART-TIM-

:.f BIDAY?APRIZ;3?ltt5

WORK AT WENDY'S

E

oppor-

tunity to meet a talented alumnus
We are accepting applications for
nrhen Paul Kendall '64 visits on parttime positions. Apply in person
Thursday. April 11. 1985. Kendall's
a.m. or 5
p.m. only. Na phone calls please.
visit is part of the
Program x by the Student-AlumWendy's
begins at Ilam weekdays): '
321 Beall Avenue,
Association and the Career
"THE CENTRAL
'
Planning and Placement Service. Wooster
AMERICA DEBATE" and
While, on campus he will lead a
"FOCUS ON GENEVA"
The Public Affairs Department of
WCWS 9Li FM announces
its
schedule for the. week beginning
April 8th (The Public Affairs hour

Monday-Wednesd-

Alumni-in-Resi-den-

ay

7-- 10

2--

ce

ni

4-08-

-85

.

4-09-

"CONVOCATION-TH-

-85

WONDER

THAT

WAS

CONTINUITY

seminar

E

INDIA:

AND

CHANGE IN INDIAN ART. AND
ARCHITECTURE. DR.

V.S.

Naravane

-85

PYLE

AND SUSAN

SCHIEMANN
. STUDENTS
4-11-

AGAINST

-85

Cirl

DRUNKDRIVING,

Olson SPEAKING OF SPORTS

4-12- -85

"SOCIAL

with Dave Carey

;

Intern Needed

:

Applications are
COLUMBUS
now being accepted for the Ohio

Legislative Service Commission's
Legislative Intern Program. The application deadline is
April SO, 1885. Internships begin in
December
Typical intern duties include assisting members of the Ohio General Assembly with constituent work,
13-mo-nth

Campus Council
Campus Council elections will be
held Tuesday, March 9th in Lowry
Center and Kittredge during dinner.
The candidates are :
PrashantAggarwae '
LisaFowerbaugh
JohnHeiman
KentMcNickle
Andrew Wert
JefferyWest
Three Candidates will be elected
for a Campus Council Representative position. Please take the time

minster Presbyterian Church is
the 4 p.m. discussion.
Kendall's qualifications for addressing this topic are impressive.
Currently he is Vice President for
Data Processing, Corporate Planning and Property Management for
the YMCA of Greater New York.
Previously he was a Vice President
of Citibank. N.A. and before that
worked in the New York City Department of Planning. Paul - curto vote.
rently serves as an Alumni-Truste- e
Thanks,
on The College's Board of DirecThe Campus Council
tors, and was Chairman, New York
City Region
of The Campaign for
:
co-sponsor- ing

.

THE WEDNESDAY INFORMATION HOUR WITH MIKE
4-10-

entitled

CHANGE CAREERS" for interested students. (Thursday. April 11, 4
p.m.. Faculty Lounge North). West-

Sunbow Productions
NEW YORK. N.Y.

As

part of fcmation, documentary, narrative or

its commitment to the development
of quality television programs for
children, Sunbow Productions will
continue its Film Awards competition, introduced in 1984. College
film students at both the undergraduate and graduate, level are
encouraged to enter the contest.
Submissions deadline is April 30,
1985.

The first prize winner will receive a eash prize of $1,000 and a
paid internship for six weeks (airfare included) in Sun bow's New
York City production offices. Second and third prize winners will
receive cash prizes of $500 and $300
respectively, while Special Distinction awards will be given to those
in fourth and fifth place.
The Sunbow Productions Film
Awards have been designed to encourage film students to explore
new and creative approaches to

short subjects that capture the
world of children. Any genre of
film is acceptable, including ani- -

f experimental. The film should not
exceed 20 minutes in length and

h

'ing children ages
Submissions
may be made on 16mm film of 1".
V4" or M" videotape and should be
labeled with title, entrant's name
and address and any special instructions.
A panel of filmmakers and select
faculty from U.S. film schools will
judge the entries; the awards will
be announced on June L 1985. .'
Specializing in programs for children, Sunbow Productions currently has three series in national
syndication: "GI Joe," The
Transformers"' and "Super Sunday." Several half-hospecials
featuring "My Little Pony" and
"The Charmkins" are also in syndication, along with 250 halfhours of
g
the Peabody
series,
"The Great Space Coaster." Sun-bo-w
also produced an acclaimed
I CBS network special, ."The Secret
world of The Very Young."
5-1-2.

ur

Award-winnin-

Wooster.
Active involvement in his community is one of Kendall's personal
characteristics.-Whil-

attending

e

Wooster from 1960-6- 4 he participated in activities such as first-yeresidence hall council and Fourth
section. He held positions as junior
writing press releases and resident. President of the Student
speeches, assisting in legislative Christian Association, an Elder in
research, attending meetings and Westminster Presbyterian Church
of the Abraham
and
Deforming administrative duties..
po- Lincoln Memorial Scholarship.
e
The internships are
Kendall spent his summer followsitions paying $14,500. .Interns are
eligible for' beneifts applicable to ing graduation in Mississippi helping with black voter registration. In
state employees.
Applicants must have at least a the fall of 1964 he entered Union
'
bachelor's degree and there are no Theological Seminary in New York
requirements . piaceu n. iujvr City. Since his completion of semiar

co-found-

--

er,

full-tim-

-

nary he hasServedther community
fitrfhttr Infarmatinn rnntart? in a professional capacity yet con' The Ohio Legislative Service Com- tinues to help many' other civic
mission, Intern Coordinator, State organizations in New York City.
Kendall's diverse background
House, Fifth Floor, Columbus, OH
will be of interest to students ex43215
ploring careers which explicitly ad- -,
dress issues of poverty, racism and
govsocial injustice in
The Wooster Community Center ernment or profit making organizawill offer three classes of Jacki tions.' At the seminar he will disSorensen's Aerobic Dancing. The cuss finding a social change job,
begin on April
the dynamics of social change casession will
,
m
L.
I
T.
I
reers, and the rewards and trade1985. The classes are scheduled as offs of working for social change.
follows: Monday and Wednesday "SOCIAL CHANGE CAREERS"
5
a.m., Monday and will be held Thursday. April 11 at 4
from
Wednesday from 7 p.m. and Tues-da- v p.m. in the Faculty Lounge North
0
in Lowry Center. ..
and Thursday from
..
p.m. All classes will be held at the
Center, 241 S. Bever St
Aerobic dancing is the complete
fitness program that combines the
The deadline for entering the
fun of dancing with the figure and
cardiovacular ' health benefits of fourth annual American Collegiate
class fea- Talent Showcase (ACTS) is rapidly
exercise. Each
tures a series ' of flexibility, situp drawing near. Interested students
routines, six to 10 must have their entries postmarked
and warm-u- p
by April 15, 1985.
n
and a
dances,
aerobic
ACTS is a national competition
dance to slow the heart rate. Heart
college students who wish to
rates are taken after each routine for
pursue a career in the' entertainso that students can individually
pace themselves, anticipate at their ment industry. Not only can ACTS
own levels, and see improvement in provide students with that
industry contact, but also
their aerobic fitness. The class
format is organized to ensure the gives them the opportunity to comof every pete for cash .and scholarship prizsafety and effectiveness
...... J...t.t Kn
U.
I
es, showcases, auditions, overseas
I
U
(UU
1C
WUUUVKU
wwrivui
trained and certified instructors. tours and more.
Categories include contemporary
Sue Oakleaf and Kim Scheibert
Routines are choreographed for and classical music, drama, dance,
nniwlinMri and miv be walked. variety, songwriting, comedy writ--"
jogged or run, depending upon indi- ing, plus a special merit award in
video production.
vidual fitness levels.
Students should submit their en-- 1
Babysitting Is available for the
Monday and Wednesday morning tries on an audio or video cassette
not more than 5 minutes In length
class only.
The fee for the 20 classes is $52 with a black and white photo. For
lomy z.o per ciass;. aucuu uw additional information and official
entry form contact: ACTS, Box
first class with no obligation.
For additional information' con- 3ACT. New Mexico State Universi-3.
tact the Wooster Community Cen- ty, Las Cruxes, NM 88003. (505)
1-614-466-

Vn

-3615.

Aerobic Dancing

non-prof- it,

10-we-ek

A.I

A

9:15-10:1-

6--

ifhiij-
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5:30-8:3-
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60-min-
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Sports

A- -

Allegheney lead10.
Conference tfrophy race
CLEVELAND, OH-- On

the

Strength of strong performance by
their men's and women's basketball
and swim teams, Allegheny College
has vaulted into first place of the
North Coast Athletic Conference
Trophy race, following the
completion of the winter sports ac-

All-Spo- rts

tion.
The Gators, who have had a
rt
history of winning conference
laurels, jumped from the
second-lapositon (sixth) to first
and now hold a slim lead of 5GL 3
points over a very close second-plac- e
membeiKenyon College, which
as their 50 3 points hold them in
third place. Denison University is
fourth (48
Ohio Wesley an
e
University is fifth (44), Oberlin
is sixth (39
while Case
all-spo-

st

2--

1--

2-3-

),

Col-eg-

5-6-

),

Western Reserve University
seventh with 36 3 points.

is

2--

Allegheny made its surge from
sixth place last fall to first place currently based on the Lady Gators
in women's basket-'bal- l,
the runner-u- p spot in men's
basketball, and two runner-u-p spots
in men's and women's swimming.
What makes Allegheny's drive to
first place so remarkable is that
they did it without any points for two
events, women's field hockey and
women's basketball.
Kenyon College's move from a
fourth place to second is
also notable, and the Lords did it on
the sweep of both men's and
women's swim titles, two second
places in men's and women's indoor
finish in
track and a third-plac- e
women's basketball.
Despite strong teams in the spring
sports, Allegheny win suffer teroes
for two more sports-me- n's
and
co-champion-

ship

fall-endi- ng

Baseball

women's lacrosse, two other teams
they do not field. That fact, coupled
with the fact that only six points
separate the first-plateam from
e
team, throw the all- the
sports trophy race into anybody's ti
tle this spring. All the top five teams
nave excellence in three or more of
the eight spring championship
sports.
Once again. the North Coast
Athletic Conference will feature excellence in their spring sports, with
returning teams represented nationally in NCAA championships in
five of the eight sports, based on last
years results. Of the thirteen NCAA
championship sports completed.
North Coast teams have been invited
to NCAA playoffs or have been ranked and-o- r finished in the national
Division HI top ten teams in ten
sports.
ce

fifth-plac-

-

Softball

The College of Wooster. which
posted a 9 mark in '84, is trying
to recapture the magic of several
years ago and 1985 might once again
be the vear of the Scots. Senior
righthander Rob Hatfield, who pit- cnea ms way to a 3 record last
season, heads a veteran pitching
staff that includes his brother,
20-1-

6--

sophomore Mike Hatfield.
Sophomore

transfer Hike' O'Brien,
came to Wooster from Kent
State, can pitch and play first base,
and Tom Daly, who led the Scots
with a 2.27 earned run average in '84,
returns to strengthen the Scots
Offensively,
leftfielder
Russ
Miller and infielder Rick Sforso are
team leaders with 34 runs batted in,
while Sforso was second in home
Who

runs with four. The Scots are solid
behind the plate with senior
Jay Pickering.
Brian
Sullivan, who batted .405 in limited
action, wfll likely start at second
base, and Pete Meyer, whose father
is bead baseball coach at Depauw.
will battle Rob Howerton for the
starting shortstop position. In their
first game against Mount Union
Nazareth they lost
Tim Pet- torini was disappointed, feeling the
team "gave the game away." In
their first league game the team won
against case Western 11-In
that game there was "much better
play," according to PettorinL This
year's squad is a "young team" and
wui nopeiuiiy improve. "A line sun
shine would help, too," Pettorini
commented.

Sheridan
Honored

co-capta-

5-- 4.

2.

V

College of Wooster senior coJ
captain Mike Sheridan, a 4 foH
irom jueaaviue, fi., his been

8--5.

5.

third-leadi-

ng

Sheridan also was named ' AO- North Coast Athletic Conference second team for his role in leading
Wooster to its best season since the
1978-7- 9
campaign. The Scots finished
fourth in the conference with a 6
record and a 1 overall m ark.
6--

14-1-

4

Npjra NocISdoBg onmniod

och oG ffCue Yootr
by AMY WEESBERGER

Nan Nichols' has been named ..This year Nichols is on the Na
Coaeh of the Year for the North tional Collegiate Athletic Associa-- i
Coast Athletic-- Conference. '" The tion regional . committees for the! ;
honor was announced over spring ranking ox volley ball and basketball
.

.

in

-

break.

"It will take a few years to become
a strong and competitive team,"
says second year women's Softball
coach Debby Stockham, "but I am
hoping to make progress and surprise a few teams this year." With a

teams.

She is presently the Women's
Athletic director and advisor for the
Women's Athletic Association as
well as coaching and teaching
classes for the physical education
department She has coached for IS
years and taught for 24 years. When
she started teaching the school had
no varsity women's sports
Women's basketball started in 1965.

practically all freshmen squad and
the switch to fast pitch play after
three years of slowpitch Stockham
doesn't know quite what to expect
this season. Wooster has but one pitcher to open the season, but hopes to
Nichols has been involved in
train more. With their first three basketball
since the late 1950's when
games called off on account of
played in high schools. So far at
weather the team is chomping at the she
she has racked up 164 wins
bit to play. Their next scheduled Wooster
106
This year the team
losses.'
and
game is April 6 against Cedarville at
won the North Coast Athletic Con
cedarviiie.
ference.
The two things that Nichols likes
best about coaching' basketball are
"working with team strategies" and
"the people who play."

Golf

6--

named the Scots' Most Valuable
Player for 1984-8He led the team
m scoring ims season with an
average of 15.1 points per game and
was the
re bounder
with an average of 5.4 per game.

,

Men's golf had a good spring trip,
doing extremely, well at East Kentucky. But at GlenvUle on March 29
they seemed to have lost something.
They finished 6 out of 12. Coach Bob
Nye said that the team didn't do. as
well as they could have done. "A bit
disappointed" is how Coach . Nye
: describes
the Wooster Open on
March 30. The adverse conditions
may not have helped, but everyone
else had to play on the same course.
Wooster finished 3rd, behing Bowling Green, who captured first, and
Walsh, who claimed second. The
team is capable of much more concluded Coach Nye.

The College of Wooster women's
200 yard medley relay with Jennifer
Kellam (Pittsburgh, Pa.), Mandy
Zipf (Columbia, Md.), Amy Russ

Jennifer

Rodgers (Richmond; Ind.) and Kay
Schwerzler (North Canton) achievstatus when it finished
14th
NCAA
Division m Naat
the
ed
tional Swimming and Diving Cham-- ;
poinships. The team set a school
record with a time of 1:55.75 at the
four-di- y
meet held at Emory
University in Atlanta, Ga.
All-Ameri-

ca

In college she was also involved in
golf, volleyball and swimming. She
played in three national collegiate
golf championships with people who
are professional golfers now. She
played volleyball all four years and
was waterfront director, in charge

of the swimming instruction pro-

grams, at a camp during this year.

Nichols is pleased with the great
turnouts oi ians at tnis years
women's basketball games. When
she started playing in high school
there "very few" women's teams
and no varsitv ones. The women
were excited just to be able to playLl
vunug uer cuuege years ai suuer
University there were still only a
few other teams to play.
.

SujimrcidrG

All-Americ- an

(Cleveland Hieghts),

.

each event achieve
status, but because of the sharp drop
in times, the national committee
statu!
voted to extend
to the top 16 positions.
For example, in 1984 the 12th place
postlon in the 800 yard freestyle
relay finished with, a time of 8:16
This season, the 16th place finisher
in the same event finished with al
time of 8:11.
All-Americ-

All-Ameri-

an

ca

As expected, Kenyon College)
represented ine norm toast Atnietiq
Conference well by winning its
eigntn consecutive national cham
Normally, the top 12 finishers in J pionship.
.
,
v
,

TIES WOOSTEXLYQICa

Traclx

Tonnis

After the spring conditioning in
sunny Florida and the continued
work order coach Craig Penney the
track teams for spring are shaping
up and taking form. Wooster teams
won their first outdoor season meets
The men beat
last Saturday.
Capital, Kenyon and Ohio Northern
with outstanding efforts and by at
least twenty points. The women
beat Kenyon and Wesleyan.
"I
thought we did a really super job.
considering the weather It was a
total team effort...rm very please..
The attitude is very positive," Penny commented. Standouts for the
men were Rich Carmelin the discus,
the 4x100 relay team, Don Dennis,
Terry Carter, Chuck Brady, David
Dean and Todd Fach. For the
women Angle If oretta, Maribeth
Bentler, Patty Smanlck, Katie
Keller, Univer Bukhala, Lisa Diluent, Stephanie Kazmierski and
Halterman performed exceptional-

ly.
The track , teams compete this
weekend, the women at home
against Mount Union on April 5 and
the men against Captial and Ohio
Wesleyan at Wesleyan on April C.
The home meet on tomorrow begins
at 3:30.

10
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4 Pes. Chicken,
3 Jojos, Colo SUw,
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1 16 os. Pepsi

A little less optimiitie than the
women's lacrosse coach is the man'e
lacrosse coach Art Mirangi, whose
team has run into some troubled
waters due to the presence of many
inexperienced first year players.
The first year, players hold a majority of the positions on the team this
year. Playing five games on the spring trop and one last weekend
against Michigan State, the record
stands at
Let's hope
the tide turns when they face
Ashland at home on Friday at 3:30
or when they encounter Mount
em.
Good
nion on Saturday, away.

women's tennis team began their
season by hosting Wittenberg on
March 30th. This year Wooster will
host the GLCA tournament on April
5 and 6. The returning seniors will
give the team stability and experience, while the freshmen lead
the way in singles. "I want my
players to work hard, but I don't
want them to lose sight of the fact
that it should be fun," added Coach
Olderman.

16 oz.

goo

Terri Prodoehl says, "The team is

Enthusiasm is an important factor

0
0
0

EXPRESS

After an extremely successful spring trip, the women's lacrosse team
kicks off their season with an away
game against Oberlin today. Coach
looking better than they were last
year," and judging from last year's
records, it looks like this season
should be. quite impressive. The
team has two games on Saturday-on- e
at 10:00 a.m. against Kenyon
and the other at 3:00 p.m. against
Ohio Unlverisity. Good lack this

in the success of this year's team,
stated Coach Olderman.
The

1II
i

Lacrosse

-

quit

99

The Wooster Scot men's tennis
team, ranked 14th nationally, opened their season with a trip through
Florida. The team, led by Bob
Sivitt, faced some of the best teams
in the nation down in the Sunshine
State. Hayden Schilling is coaching
the Scots, who may be the best
players Wooster has seen in many
years. .
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THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
CULTURAL CALENDAR
7
MARCH
31-APR- EL

DateTime
Mar.

24-A-

pr.

6

Event
EXHIBIT: Kites by Quailcrest No charge. Hours:
daily.
7

Place

Apr.

30-A- pr.

EXHIBIT: Photography by Penny Rakoff. Hours:
.,
Mon.-Fr- L
p.m.;
9 a.m.-1- 2
noon and
5
p.m. No charge.

Art Museum
Lower Gallery

Apr.

Senior Independent Study exhibit by
Jennifer Burrows of Monessen, Pa. Hours: Mon.-Fr- L
8 a.m. 12 p.m.; Sat 10 a.m. 12 p.m.; Sun. 12
p.m. No charge.
noon-1- 0

MacKenzie Gallery
Severance Art Building

Apr. 13
8:15 p.m.

Sat-Sun-

1-4:- 30

25

INDIAN DANCERS. No charge.

Mom's Truck Stop
Lowry Center

ht

a.m.-midnig-

Mar.

12

8 p.m.

Lowry Center

8:30

12

p.m.

WOOSTER IN INDIA DINNER.

Reservations McGaw Chapel

required.

2--

liar.

31-A-

pr.

5

EXHIBIT:

--

--

Apr

.FACULTY RECITAL:
piano. No charge.

Winter,

Mackey Hall

Apr.

EXHIBIT: Pewter and silver jewelry by Gert
daily.
Weaver. Hours: 7

Lowry Center
Art Case

CONVOCATION: "Sound and Light: Wooster in
Greece. 1984" by College of Wooster students. No

Mateer Auditorium

1--

20

a.m.-midnig-

Apr. 2

a.m.

11

Apr.

3-M- ay

5

Apr.

5

p.m.

7:30

Thru '
Apr. 25
April

7-- 12

Apr.

1--

20

3-M- ay5

Apr.

7-- 25

ht

EXHIBIT AND SALE: "Functional
1985." Hours above. No charge.

p.m.

7:30

Apr.

8

p.m.

6:30

Apr. 9
11

a.m.

Apr. 9
8

p.m.

Apr.

10

7:30-- 9

Apr.

10

p.m.

7:30

Apr.
11

p.m.

11

a.m.

Apr.
7:30

Apr.
7:30

11

p.m.
11

p.m.

Apr. 12
4 p.m.

Ceramics

JUNIOR RECITAL: Salvatore Midolo, tenor, of
Cleveland; and Elizabeth Turner, soprano, of St
Paul, Minn. No charge.

Art Museum
Upper Gallery
Mackey Hall

Art Museum
Lowry Gallery

EXHIBIT: Senior Independent Study Exhibit by
Deborah Holdsworth of Wellesley, Mass. Hours:
Mon.-Fr- L
p.m.; Sat 10 a.m.-1- 2 p.m.;
8 a.m.-1- 2
Sun. 12 noon-1- 0 p.m. No charge.

MacKenzie Gallery
Severance Art Building

Sat-Sun-

1-4:- 30

2--

EXHIBIT

Lowry Center
Art Case

Ceramics

Art Museum
Upper Gallery

a.m.-midnig-

ht,

EXHIBIT AND SALE: "Functional
1985." Hours above. No charge.

c..

-.

Apr.

15-1- 9

14

5:30p.m.

CONCERT: Wooster Symphony Orchestra direct--

Mackey Hall

ed by Dale Moore. Admission.

EXHIBIT: Senior Independent Study art exhibit
by Karen Shuster of.Gennantown, Pa,,
No charge.

tew
ATTENTION

AND SALE: Silver jewelry by Gert
7
daily. No

Hours:

---

India Week events

EXHIBIT: Photography by Penny Rakoff. Hours:.,
p.m.;
9 a.m.-1- 2
noon and
5
p.m. No charge.

Mon.-Fr- L

EXHIBIT: "Somewhere Between the Two," ofl
paintings by Ed Glynn. Hours: 7
No charge.

Lowry Center

LECTURE: "Indian Politics Today: Fragmentation or Unity?" by Dr. V.S. Naravane. No charge.

Lean Lecture Room
WishartHall

a.m.-midnig-

Apr. 8

-

charge.

Weaver.
charge.

Apr.

W.

.iiri,u

cxjnvan ict. mtv. t
if
Cillan
Mehal and Two's Company"
juggling and Severance .
f mime. No charge.
.-

Mar. 31
4 p.m.

By Daniel

cvatt ifltrr

GET A 10 DISCOUNT
ON ALL PURCHASES

ht

MATH COLLOQUIUM: "What is the Proability
1 over n converges?" by Barabara
that E
Helm an. No charge.

Lowry Center
.Room 119

CONVOCATION: "The Wonder That Was India:
Continuity and Change in Indian Art and Architecture" by Dr. V.S. Naravane. No charge.

Mateer Auditorium

SLIDE SHOW: "Contemporary India." No
charge.

Babcock Hall

ART RECEPTION: For "Functional Ceramics
1985." No charge.

Art Museum

INDIA PAGEANT: No charge.

Lowry Center Lounge

CONVOCATION: Senior Independent Study film
by John Warner of Orrville entitled "Minority
Opinion." No charge.

Lean Lecture Room
WishartHall

LITERARY FESTIVAL: Poetry and short stories
with Cary Waterman and Bill Van Wert No

Lowry Center

Pit

Just Present A
Valid Student I.D.
Must present I.D.
before ordering
Hours: Sat Thurs
7am llpm

charge.

MOVIES on INDIA. No charge.

LITERARY FESTIVAL: Writing and Publishing
Round Table with Cary Waterman and Bill Van
Wert. No charge.
.

Lean Lecture Room
WishartHall
Lowry Center Lounge

Fri

7am 12pm

